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ABSTRACT
We present here AMUSING++; the largest compilation of nearby galaxies observed with the MUSE
integral field spectrograph so far. This collection consists of 635 galaxies from different MUSE projects
covering the redshift interval 0.0002 < z < 0.1. The sample and its main properties are characterized
and described in here. It includes galaxies of almost all morphological types, with a good coverage in the
color-magnitude diagram, within the stellar mass range between 108 to 1012M, and with properties
resembling those of a diameter-selected sample. The AMUSING++ sample is therefore suitable to
study, with unprecendent detail, the properties of nearby galaxies at global and local scales, providing
us with more than 50 million individual spectra. We use this compilation to investigate the presence
of galactic outflows. We exploit the use of combined emission-line images to explore the shape of the
different ionized components and the distribution along classical diagnostic diagrams to disentangle
the different ionizing sources across the optical extension of each galaxy. We use the cross correlation
function to estimate the level of symmetry of the emission lines as an indication of the presence of
shocks and/or active galactic nuclei. We uncovered a total of 54 outflows, comprising ∼8% of the
sample. A large number of the discovered outflows correspond to those driven by active galactic nuclei
(∼60%), suggesting some bias in the selection of our sample. No clear evidence was found that outflow
host galaxies are highly star-forming, and outflows appear to be found within all galaxies around the
star formation sequence.
Keywords: catalogues — galaxies: ISM — galaxies: jets and winds — galaxies: kinematics and dy-
namics — galaxies: evolution
1. INTRODUCTION
Corresponding author: C. Lo´pez-Coba´
clopez@astro.unam.mx
Galactic outflows are phenomena that are predicted
by theoretical models of galaxy evolution and observed
in a wide variety of galaxies at many different redshifts.
They can be driven either by supernova (SN) explosions
or by an active galactic nucleus (AGN), through mech-
anisms that inject energy into both the interstellar and
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intergalactic medium (hereafter the ISM and IGM, re-
spectively). They are, indeed, the most common expla-
nation to the observed metal enrichment of the inter-
galactic medium (e.g., Pettini et al. 1998; Ferrara et al.
2000). How the energy released in these processes is
dissipated through the disks and how much gas mass
is expelled, are key questions to explain whether out-
flows are capable of quenching the SF in galaxies, and
therefore explain the transition to the observed retired
population of galaxies (e.g. Bower et al. 2006; Hopkins &
Hernquist 2009). On the other hand, some studies have
suggested that outflows can inject positive feedback and
trigger galaxy SF, instead of halting it (e.g., Silk 2013;
Zubovas et al. 2013; Maiolino et al. 2017; Gallagher et al.
2019).
Outflows driven by SF have been clearly identified
in nearby galaxies, particularly in Luminous and Ul-
tra Luminous Infrared Galaxies (LIRGs and ULIRGs)
and starbursts (e.g., Heckman et al. 2000; Aguirre et al.
2001; Rupke et al. 2005a,b,c), although they are nei-
ther ubiquitous nor exclusive of galaxies with high rates
of star formation (SF; see Ho et al. 2014; Lo´pez-Coba´
et al. 2019). It is believed that the precense of this type
of outflows is closely related to the amount of SFR in
a galaxy. Depending on how intense and efficient the
SF is in producing massive stars, via the initial mass
function (IMF), those stars will eventually produce su-
pernovae explosions in few mega years, injecting energy
to its surroundings. Its eventual expansion into the ISM
produces typically ionized cones result of the stratified
density between the disk and the gaseous halo.
Despite these outflows are usually found in low mass
galaxies (e.g., Veilleux et al. 2005), where they appar-
ently prevent the formation and growth of dwarf galaxies
(e.g., Silk & Rees 1998), recent studies have shown they
are also present in galaxies as massive as ∼ 1011 M or
more.
On the other hand, super massive black holes in the
center of galaxies are responsible of launching power-
ful radio jets, sweeping the surrounding ISM to form
outflows. The energy source of this is the accretion
of material onto the central black hole of the galax-
ies. Most massive galaxies tend to host massive black
holes. Therefore the produced energy when active is
some orders of magnitude (assuming a high efficiency
mass–energy conversion, typically 0.1 ), larger than that
produced by SN explosions, surpassing in some cases the
binding energy of a hole galaxy (Veilleux et al. 2005;
Harrison et al. 2018). These outflows are usually found
in the most luminous AGN.
Regardless of its origin, the warm phase of outflows
(T≈ 104 K) is the most accessible part to explore
them given their strong emission in optical emission
lines. In particular, the high-excitation [O III]λ5007 line
(hereafter [O III]) traces AGN winds in general, while
Hα+ [N II]λ6584 (hereafter [N II]) traces SF outflows
produced by supernova explosions (Veilleux et al. 2005;
Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn 2010). Therefore, in outflows
emerging from the disk an increase is expected of these
emission lines with respect to hydrogen recombination
lines along the semi-minor axis. These lines reveal typi-
cally ionized gas with conical structures as the result of
the expansion of the gas and its interaction with the ISM
(e.g., Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2016), which filamentary shapes.
The extension of an outflow ranges from a few parsecs to
a few kiloparsecs (Heckman et al. 1990), depending on
how intense and efficient in the SF in producing massive
stars or in how luminous is the AGN.
Before any detailed study of the physical conditions
of outflows, it is necessary to have large samples of
bonafide outflows across a broad range of galaxy prop-
erties. The study of outflows has been addressed using
different observational techniques and at different wave-
length ranges, from X-ray to radio wavelengths (e.g.,
Husemann et al. 2019).
The methodology applied to detect and study galac-
tic outflows has been improved by the implementation
of modern observational techniques, going from an in-
complete vision provided by long slit spectroscopy to
the fully spatially resolved picture provided by Integral
Field Spectroscopy (IFS). This technique provides a spa-
tial and spectral description of galaxies, limited only by
the specifications of the spectrographs (and telescopes).
However, to date there is a lack of robust methods to
detect ionized gas outflows in large samples of galaxies.
Even though the outflowing ionized gas is more or
less constrained by models (e.g., Allen et al. 2008), fur-
ther information, such as velocity dispersion, multiple
kinematic components, distance to the mid plane, and
morphology of the ionized gas, are required to identify
shocks beside the use of pure ionization diagnostic dia-
grams (Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019; D’Agostino et al. 2019).
Recent large IFS galaxy surveys (IFS-GS), like
MaNGA (Bundy et al. 2015), CALIFA (Sa´nchez et al.
2012) and SAMI (Croom et al. 2012) have enabled in-
vestigations into the presence of outflows at kiloparcec
scales in the nearby Universe (e.g., Ho et al. 2014; Lo´pez-
Coba´ et al. 2019; Rodr´ıguez del Pino et al. 2019). Our
understanding of this phenomena and its impact on the
overall evolution of galaxies would improve with the de-
tection of larger and less biased samples of host galax-
ies (Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019). However, all those explo-
rations have been limited by the spatial resolution of the
above surveys (∼2.5′′).
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New instruments, like the Multi Unit Spectroscopic
Explorer (MUSE; Bacon et al. 2010) with its unprece-
dented combination of high spatial and spectral resolu-
tions, provides a new way to study galaxies at scales of
hundreds of parsecs. While there does not exist a MUSE
galaxy survey with a large sample size that matches the
numbers from previous IFS-GSs, there are now available
multiple distinct projects (with public data) from which
it is possible to create a synthetic compilation sample.
In the present work we compile the ‘AMUSING++’
nearby galaxy sample and use this to identify and study
galactic outflows at sub-kiloparsec scales over a large
number of different galaxies. The paper is structured as
follows: the presentation of the AMUSING++ sample is
presented in §2; the data analysis in §3; the methodology
used to select outflows is in §4, and the presentation of
the outflows sample is in §5; some scaling relations of
the sample are presented in §6.
Throughout the paper we adopt the standard ΛCDM
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.3, and
ΩΛ = 0.7.
2. THE AMUSING++ SAMPLE
The MUSE instrument provides a wide field of view
(FoV) of 1′ × 1′, with a spatial sampling of 0.′′2 × 0.′′2
per spaxel, thus, the spatial resolution is seeing limited.
MUSE covers the whole optical range from 4750 A˚ to
9300 A˚, with a spectral sampling of 1.25 A˚, and a full
width at half maximum (FWHM) that depends slightly
on the wavelength (Bacon et al. 2017), being ∼ 2.4 A˚
at the red part of the spectrum (at 7500 A˚). Although
the instrument was designed to study intermediate/high
redshift objects, MUSE is an excelent instrument to
study with unprecedented detail, the structural compo-
nents of nearby galaxies (e.g. Sa´nchez-Menguiano et al.
2018).
As indicated before, the study of galactic outflows
has been limited by the coarse spatial resolution of the
previous IFS-GS (FWHM ∼ 2.5′′). The seeing lim-
ited resolution of MUSE (FWHM ∼ 1′′), allows select-
ing galaxies where the spatial resolution is of the order
of sub–kiloparsec scales at similar redshifts. Therefore,
we selected galaxies observed with this instrument from
the European Southern Observatory (ESO) archive, ac-
quired until August 2018 with redshifts below z < 0.1.
This is basically the highest redshift covered by the pre-
viously quoted IFS-GS. We perform a visual inspection
to select galaxies that fit into the FoV of MUSE. A more
detailed diameter selection cannot be applied given the
lack of information of the R25 parameter for a large frac-
tion of these Southern galaxies (based on a scan through
the Hyperleda database). Nevertheless, as we will argue
later, our final galaxy collection broadly resemble a di-
ameter selection sample (see Fig. 2).
Nearby galaxies (z ∼ 0), where the optical extension
is not covered entirely by the MUSE FoV were treated
separately. In those cases we selected galaxies where
at least the optical nuclei is covered, since galactic–
outflows are nuclear processes. Partial pointings, where
just a small fraction of a galaxy is observed, are excluded
from the sample (i.e., spiral arms, bars, tails), except in
cases where it was possible to do mosaics in order to
cover larger areas of a galaxy. All together the current
compilation comprises a total of 635 galaxies observed
with MUSE at the VLT, covering the redshift interval
0.0002 < z < 0.1, with a mean value of ∼ 0.019. The
full list of ESO MUSE programs used in the present
galaxy compilation is presented in the acknowledgement
section.
Galaxies from different MUSE projects were collected
by using the previous selection criterion. The projects
with larger data contributions to the final AMUS-
ING++ collection are briefly described below (more de-
tails should be found in the presentation articles of each
project):
(i) The All-weather MUse Supernova Integral-field of
Nearby Galaxies (AMUSING; Galbany et al. 2016) sur-
vey. AMUSING is an ongoing project at the ESO, that
aims to study the environments of supernovae and the
relation with their host galaxies. For details about the
observation strategy and data reduction we refer to Gal-
bany et al. (2016). So far it comprises ∼328 galaxies,
being the core of the current compilation. This sam-
ple has been used to explore different science topics: (i)
the radial profiles of the oxygen abundances in galax-
ies (Sa´nchez-Menguiano et al. 2018), and its azimuthal
variation (Sa´nchez et al. 2015; Sa´nchez-Menguiano et al.
2016); (ii) extended ionized gas fillaments associated to
galaxy interactions (Prieto et al. 2016a); (iii) the dis-
covery of new strong lenses (Galbany et al. 2018), and
the optical counterpart of a radio-jet (Lo´pez-Coba´ et al.
2017a); (iv) the derivation of main galaxy kinematic pa-
rameters such as velocity and velocity dispersion by dif-
ferent approaches (Bellocchi et al. 2019); (v) individual
type II supernova (Meza et al. 2019); (vi) ionized gas
tails (Boselli et al. 2018); besides (vi) the local environ-
ment of supernovae, i.e., the major goal of the survey
(Galbany et al. 2016; Kru¨hler et al. 2017).
(ii) CALIFA galaxies observed with MUSE. In order to
compare with previous analysis (e.g., Lo´pez-Coba´ et al.
2019), we selected all those galaxies observed within
the CALIFA survey (Sa´nchez et al. 2012) covered with
MUSE. This sample comprises 6 galaxies so far. In ad-
dition we searched through the ESO archive looking for
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any galaxy within the footprint of the CALIFA selection
(redshift, magnitude, diameter), relaxing the declination
limits to include all Southern galaxies, this results in 41
galaxies.
(iii) The GAs Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with
MUSE (GASP; Poggianti et al. 2017). This project has
observed 114 stripping candidates galaxies at redshifts
0.04 < z < 0.07. GASP aims to study the gas re-
moval process in galaxies due to this physical process,
i.e., when galaxies fall into clusters. They also observe
a comparison sample of field galaxies. In this study 26
galaxies are included from this sample.
(iv) The MUSE Atlas of Disks (MAD; Erroz-Ferrer
et al. 2019). This is an ongoing project that studies star
forming galaxies at very low redshift. So far, MAD has
observed 38 galaxies. MAD is focused in the study of
the properties of the ionized gas, such as oxygen abun-
dances, star formation rates, in local disks at scales of
hundreds of pc. In the present study 22 of the 38 galax-
ies from this survey are included.
(v) The Close AGN Reference Survey (CARS, Huse-
mann et al. 2017). CARS aims to explore the AGN-
host galaxy connection over a sample of 40 nearby un-
obscured AGN (0.01 < z < 0.06), and thus establish a
connection towards high-redshift AGNs. Our compila-
tion includes 12 CARS galaxies.
(vi) The Time Inference with MUSE in Extragalac-
tic Rings (TIMER; Gadotti et al. 2019). TIMER is
a project that observed 24 nearby barred galaxies (z
< 0.0095), with rings or inner disks. The goal of TIMER
is to understand when the disk galaxies settle dynami-
cally. The target galaxies present isophotal sizes slightly
larger than the FoV of the instrument (D25 > 1
′). Seven
galaxies from this project are included in our study.
As indicated before nearly two thirds of the galaxy
compilation were extracted from the AMUSING survey,
and for this reason we named it AMUSING++.
Figure 1 shows the distribution on the sky for all the
galaxies analysed in this study on top of the NASA-
Sloan Atlas (NSA) catalogue (Blanton et al. 2011), for
comparison. As the VLT is located in the Southern
hemisphere, just a few galaxies coincide with the Sloan
Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000). This lim-
its our ability to extract useful information from this
exquisite survey, like photometry, comparison of spec-
troscopy at the same aperture, or even perform an
estimation of the volume correction just assuming a
random sub-selection of the targets (like the one pre-
sented by Sa´nchez et al. 2018). The declination lim-
its of our sample reflect the sky visibility of the VLT,
−80◦ < δ < 40◦. On the other hand the sample is dis-
tributed randomly around any right accession (R.A.),
Figure 1. Distribution in the sky of AMUSING++ galaxies.
Black dots represent the 634 galaxies analysed in this paper.
For comparison we have added the distribution of galaxies
in the NASA-Sloan Atlas catalogue (NSA), shown with cyan
dots.
once considering the region coincident with the Milky
Way disk. Therefore, it is well suitable for any further
survey-mode exploration along the year with a telescope
or antennae in the Southern Hemisphere.
The redshift coverage of AMUSING++ spans over the
range covered by other large IFS-GS (such as MaNGA,
CALIFA and SAMI, see Fig. 2, top panel). The physi-
cal spatial resolution was derived for each object by ex-
tracting the DIMM seeing along the observations from
the header of each datacube and shifting it to the cor-
responding cosmological distance. The average see-
ing of the sample is 1.0′′ with a standard deviation of
0.4′′. This corresponds to typical physical resolution of
∼400 pc for the average redshift of the sample, although
it ranges from 10 pc (for the lowest redshift galaxy) to
∼3 kpc (for the highest redshift ones). Fig. 2 demon-
strates that at any redshift interval, the AMUSING++
sample offers a better spatial physical resolution with
respect to the IFS-GS mentioned above. Thus, spatial
resolution is clearly one of the major advantages of the
considered dataset. However, we stress that the current
dataset does not comprise a homogeneously selected and
well defined sample, being a collection of different galax-
ies observed with MUSE.
Given the redshift range of the sample, the optical di-
ameter (D25) is not covered completely by the FoV of
MUSE for all galaxies of the sample. In a few cases (3
galaxies) there are multiple pointings available for the
same galaxy, from which we performed mosaics joining
together the datacubes to cover the maximum extension
for those galaxies. In order to estimate which fraction
of the optical extension of each galaxy is covered by our
IFS data, we perform an isophotal analysis on the V-
band images extracted from the datacubes, deriving the
The AMUSING++ sample 5
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Figure 2. Top-left panel: PSF spatial resolution (FWHM) vs. redshift for different IFU galaxy surveys together with the
AMUSING++ compilation. The shaded color regions accounts for 1σ error in the reported FWHMs. The purple region shows
the distribution of the MaNGA survey (2.54′′ < FWHM < 2.8′′, 0.025 < z < 0.15) (Yan et al. 2016), the red corresponds to SAMI
(FWHM = 2.16′′ ± 0.41′′, 0.004 < z < 0.092) (Green et al. 2018), in blue is CALIFA (FWHM = 2.5′′ ± 0.34′′, 0.005 < z < 0.03)
(Sa´nchez et al. 2016a). Finally in black the AMUSING++ compilation is shown with 0.6′′ < FWHMDIMM < 1.4′′ covering a
redshift interval 0.0002 < z < 0.1. Bottom-left panel: Distribution of the physical spatial resolution of the data normalized to
the total number of galaxies. Right panel: distribution of the R25 parameter along the redshift for the AMUSING++ objects.
Diagonal lines confine galaxies between 10′′ < R25 < 84′′. The red line indicates R25 = 42′′, that is, the maximum radius that
fits into FoV of MUSE. Over each axis are plotted histograms of the corresponding z and R25 distributions.
position angle, ellipticity and R25 isophotal radii (the
semi-major axis length at which a surface brightness of
25 mag arcsec−2 is reached). For this purpose, we adopt
the publicly available isophote fitting tool Photutils
(Bradley et al. 2016) as part of the python based package
Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013). This rou-
tine mimics the standard procedures implemented in the
SExtractor package (e.g., Bertin & Arnouts 1996).
An interactive tool was developed for this propose, in-
cluding a visual masking of foreground stars and/or close
companion galaxies, a selection of the centroid of the
galaxy, and certain tuning of the background level, in
order to derive those parameters for all galaxies. In Ap-
pendix A the procedure is described in more details, and
the derived parameters are presented (see Table 3).
The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the distribution
of R25 as a function of redshift for our compilation.
Unexpectedly, the distribution of galaxies seems to be
grouped in a narrow region in this diagram. Indeed,
it resembles a diameter selected sample, limited by
10′′ < R25 < 84′′ for 92% of the objects. This property
could be used, in principle, to provide a volume correc-
tion, something that will be explored in a forthcoming
article. The red line in this figure, traces the maximum
isophotal radius that fits into the FoV of MUSE. For
∼ 80% of the sample we have a complete coverage of
the optical extent of the AMUSING++ galaxies, that is
R25 < 42
′′ (extension from the center to the corner of
the MUSE FoV).
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the morphological dis-
tribution of the sample. All types are covered by the
compilation, with early types (E+S0) being one third of
the total number, and the remaining ones being mostly
late types (Sc mainly), with a low fraction of Sd-Sm-
Irregulars. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the g − r
color vs. r-band absolute magnitude distribution. Like
in the case of the morphological types, the AMUS-
ING++ compilation covers a substantial fraction of this
diagram. A visual comparison with similar distribu-
tions presented by other IFS-GS, in particular CALIFA
(Walcher et al. 2014) or MaNGA (Sa´nchez et al. 2018),
does not show any clear/strong difference. Thus, the
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Figure 3. Top: Morphology distribution of the AMUS-
ING++ sample. This parameter was extracted directly
from the Hyperleda database (Makarov et al. 2014, http:
//leda.univ-lyon1.fr/). For ∼ 100 galaxies there is no in-
formation about their morphology, therefore they were not
included in this plot. Bottom: r−i color vs. Mr absolute
magnitude diagram for the sample: red circles comprise E-
S0s; green circles include Sa-Sb-Sbc; blue circles Sc; and pink
circles Sd-Sm-Irr. The contours represent the same distribu-
tion for the NSA catalogue, at different density levels (99%
the outermost, 95%, 80%, 65%). Over each axis it is plot-
ted a histogram of the distribution of the r−i color and Mr
absolute magnitude.
current compilation does not seem to be biased towards
a particular morphological type, color or magnitude.
3. DATA ANALYSIS
The reduction of the AMUSING raw datacubes was
performed with reflex (Freudling et al. 2013) using
version 0.18.5 of the MUSE pipeline (Weilbacher et al.
2014) with default parameters. Also we use the pro-
cessed datacubes downloaded directly from the ESO
archive1. At this stage we perform a visual inspection of
the reduced datacubes to exclude objects observed under
very poor weather conditions (mostly bad seeing), with
clear problems in the sky subtraction (plagued of resid-
uals in all the spectral range) or showing problems in
the combination of different cubes (vertical/horizontal
patterns). In some cases the problems were not evident
after performing a preliminary analysis of the data, as
the one described below. Altogether poor datacubes cor-
respond to a few percent of the compiled data-set, and
they are all excluded from further considerations.
The analysis of the emission lines and the stellar pop-
ulation content of the datacubes was performed using
the Pipe3D pipeline (Sa´nchez et al. 2016b), a fitting
routine adapted to analyse IFS data using the pack-
age FIT3d (Sa´nchez et al. 2016c). Pipe3d has be-
ing extensively used in the analysis of datacubes from
the main large IFS surveys: CALIFA (e.g. Cano-Dı´az
et al. 2016a; Sa´nchez-Menguiano et al. 2018), MaNGA
(e.g. Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016; Barrera-Ballesteros et al.
2017; Sa´nchez et al. 2018; Thorp et al. 2019) and SAMI
(Sa´nchez et al. 2019). This package provides the user
with dataproducts that contain information of the emis-
sion lines and the stellar continuum.
The fitting procedure is described in detail by Sa´nchez
et al. (2016b), here we provide just a brief description.
The procedure starts by performing a spatial binning on
the continuum (V-band) in order to increase the signal-
to-noise (S/N) in each spectrum of the datacube pre-
serving as much as possible the original shape of the
light distribution. After that, all the spectra within
each spatial bin are co-added and treated as a single
spectrum. First, it is derived the stellar kinematics and
stellar dust attenuation, using a limited set of SSPs com-
prising twelve populations. We adopted a stellar popu-
lation library extracted from the MIUSCAT templates
(e.g., Vazdekis et al. 2012), that cover the full optical
range included in the MUSE spectra. This first step
is performed to limit the effects of the degenerancy be-
tween metallicity, velocity dispersion and dust attenua-
tion. Once these parameters are recovered, the final stel-
lar population model is derived by performing a similar
fitting procedure using an extensive SSP library. The ac-
tual Pipe3D implementation adopts the GSD156 stellar
library, that comprises 39 ages (from 1 Myr to 14 Gyr)
and four metallicities (from 0.2 to 1.6 Z), extensively
described in Cid Fernandes et al. (2013), and used in pre-
vious studies (e.g. Ibarra-Medel et al. 2016; Ellison et al.
1 http://archive.eso.org/scienceportal/home
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inset: Zoom of the same figure covering the Hα to [S II]λλ6717,6731 spectral window.
2018a; Thorp et al. 2019). Then, a model of the stellar
continuum in each spaxel is recovered by re-scaling the
model within each spatial bin to the continuum flux in-
tensity in the corresponding spaxel. The best model for
the continuum is then subtracted to create a pure gas
data-cube (plus noise).
A set of 30 emission lines within the MUSE wave-
length range (HeIλ4922, [O III]λ5007, [O III]λ4959, Hβ,
[Fe II]λ4889, [Fe II]λ4905, [Fe II]λ5111, [Fe II]λ5159,
[N I]λ5199, [Fe II]λ5262, [Cl III]λ5518, [Cl III]λ5537,
O Iλ5555, [O I]λ5577, [N II]λ5754, HeIλ5876,
[O I]λ6300, [S III]λ6312, Si IIλ6347, [O I]λ6364, Hα,
[N II]λ6548, [N II]λ6584, He Iλ6678, [S II]λ6717,
[S II]λ6731, [Ar III]λ7136, [O II]λ7325, [Ar III]λ7751
and [S III]λ9069), are fitted spaxel by spaxel for the
pure gas cube, by performing a non parametric method
based on a moment analysis. We re-cover the main prop-
erties of the emission lines, including the integrated flux
intensity, line velocity and velocity dispersion. For
this analysis, we assume that all emission lines within a
spaxel share the same velocity and velocity dispersion,
as an initial guess. For doing so, we select as an initial
guess the values derived from the fitting of the usually
strongest emission line across the entire FoV, i.e., Hα,
using a simple Gaussian function. Then, we perform a
moment analysis weighted by this Gaussian function, as
extensively described in Sa´nchez et al. (2016c). This way
we suppress the possible contribution of adjacent emis-
sion lines and derive the properties of considered line
without considering a particular shape. The data prod-
ucts of this procedure are a set of bi-dimensional maps
of the considered parameters, with their corresponding
errors, for each analysed emission line. Figure 4 shows
an example of the results of the fitting procedure for a
spectrum extracted from a MUSE cube.
4. METHODOLOGY TO SELECT OUTFLOWS
In order to uncover the presence of outflows in the
AMUSING++ compilation, we first need to describe
the spatially resolved ionization conditions and kinemat-
ics for galaxies without accompanying outflows (i.e., the
majority of the compilation sample). Then we iden-
tify which galaxies present extended ionized gas struc-
tures visible morphologically, but presumably not as-
sociated with other sources (e.g., star-formation, post-
AGBs, AGNs). We describe the adopted procedure by
exploring the properties of two galaxies, a methodology
later applied to all galaxies in our sample.
4.1. NGC 1762: a normal star forming galaxy
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Figure 5. Different maps and diagnostic diagrams derived for NGC 1762, a star-forming galaxy in the AMUSING++ sample.
(a) gri color image reconstructed from the MUSE data cube. (b) Emission-line image constructed with the fluxes of [N II]λ6584
in red, Hα in green and [O III]λ5007 in blue. No cut in the signal-to-noise was applied to construct this image. A square root
scale has been applied to each filter to enhance the emission of the ionized gas. The three filters are at the same scale flux.
Black colors represent regions of very low intensity or no ionized gas. (c) Spatially resolved WHAN diagram (Cid Fernandes
et al. 2011), [N II]/Hα vs. WHα, which separated SF galaxies from strong and weak AGN (sAGN and wAGN respectivelly)
and retired sources. Each point corresponds to a single spaxel, showing the same color of that spaxel in the emission-line image
presented in figure (b). (d) Spatially resolved diagnostic diagrams associated to the ionized gas distribution from (b) ([N II] =
[N II]λ6584, [S II] = [S II]λλ6717, 6731 and [O I] = [O I]λ6300). The color code is the same used in the previous panel. The
yellow dashed and discontinuous curves represent the demarcation lines from Kauffmann et al. (2003) and Kewley et al. (2001)
respectively. The red lines shows the boundaries of fast and slow shock models grids from mappings iii (e.g., Allen et al.
2008) with different shock velocities, metallicities and preshock densities computed by Alatalo et al. (2016). The white cross
represents the central ionization (3′′× 3′′centered in the optical nucleus). The continuous diagonal white lines represent the
locus proposed by Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn (2010) of shock ionization (rightmost) and AGN ionization (leftmost). The white
dashed line between them represents the bisector line between shocks and AGN ionization. All demarcation lines have been
included for reference.
The interplay between the ionized gas and stellar con-
tinuum emission is closely related to the local conditions
of the ISM. In the absence of non-stellar ionization there
is a spatial coupling between gas ionization and stars.
That is, the ionized gas is distributed throughout the
stellar disk, with the main source of ionizing photons
produced by massive OB stars. The Hα emission traces
the spiral arms, while [N II] emission is increased to-
wards the center of spiral galaxies either for the higher
abundance in the nuclear regions (Vila-Costas & Ed-
munds 1992; Sa´nchez et al. 2014), by the presence of
non thermal photoionization like shocks (e.g., Ferland &
Netzer 1983), the existence of an AGN (e.g., Osterbrock
1989; Davies et al. 2016), or ionization due to old stars
(e.g. Binette et al. 1994; Singh et al. 2013). On the other
hand, elliptical galaxies present weak, or undetected
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emission lines, with poor or null star-formation activity.
Post-AGB and evolved stars represent the major contri-
bution to the ionization in retired galaxies (Gomes et al.
2016), with the possible presence of AGN ionization in
a fraction of them (e.g. Sa´nchez et al. 2018).
To illustrate the different contributions to the ioniza-
tion in a single galaxy we use the spiral galaxy NGC 1762
(part of the AMUSING++ sample) as an example case.
Fig. 5a shows the gri color image2 of this object ex-
tracted from the MUSE data. This 60′′×60′′ size image
shows a nearly face-on late-type galaxy with clear spiral
arms.
In order to visualize the ionized gas distribution across
galaxies, we construct a RGB emission–line image where
each color represents the flux intensity of a single emis-
sion line, R: [N II]λ6584, G: Hα and B: [O III]λ5007.
We show the constructed color emission-line image for
NGC 1762 in Fig. 5b. This image reveals how the spatial
distribution of the ionized gas follows the same distribu-
tion of the continuum emission. Particularly, note that
the Hα flux dominates the emission over the two other
lines in most of the disk, with [N II] increasing towards
the nucleus and [O III] being weak compared with the
two other lines almost at any location (apart from the
nucleus). At this resolution, one is able to identify many
green clumpy structures associated with H II regions.
Quantifying the number of H II regions in MUSE galax-
ies is important to understand the chemical evolution in
galaxies (e.g., Sa´nchez et al. 2015; Sa´nchez-Menguiano
et al. 2018). Finally, the central region presents an al-
most point-like strong ionized region, with high [N II]
and [O III] that most probably corresponds to an AGN.
The advantages of displaying the ionized gas component
in one RGB image is that we can explore immediately
the distribution of different ionization sources by just
looking at such color and intensity.
Line ratios sensitive to the ionization are commonly
used to explore the ionization source in galaxies. The
[N II]/Hα ratio gives a quantitative assessment of the
different physical processes that ionize the gas. This ra-
tio has the advantage (over other lines) of being both
accessible in optical spectra and being almost insensi-
tive to dust attenuation due to their small wavelength
separation. The equivalent width (EW) of Hα (WHα)
has also been used to explore the ionization in galax-
ies. Ionizing sources that produce weak emission lines
present also low equivalent widths (WHα < 3A˚). Ioniza-
tion by evolved stars, as post-AGB, frequently present
2 The g-band is only partially covered with MUSE. We took the
covered part of the band to construct the RGB continuum image.
this kind of line ratios and EWs (e.g., Binette et al.
1994; Stasin´ska et al. 2008; Lacerda et al. 2018). The
remaining ionization sources that produce emission lines
present higher WHα in general (> 3A˚). Fig. 5c shows
the WHAN diagram, introduced by Cid Fernandes et al.
(2011), that combines both the [N II]/Hα ratio and the
WHα, for each ionized spaxel from the emission-line im-
age presented previously. Note that the WHα is one of
the parameters derived as part of the fitting procedure
performed by Pipe3D.
Each pixel in the emission-line image is associated
with an unique pair of values WHα and [N II]/Hα in the
WHAN diagram. The result is the spatially resolved
WHAN diagram shown in Fig. 5c. We note that the
gas in the spiral arms is mainly distributed in the SF
regions in this diagram as revealed by the green color.
Meanwhile the inter-arm gas and the gas surrounding
the nucleus are distributed in the AGN region and in
regions associated to ionization by hot low-mass evolved
stars (HOLMES), the main ionization source in retired
galaxies.
Excluding the demarcation at WHα= 3A˚, the tran-
sition lines in the WHAN diagram are just the best
transposition of the demarcation curves from Kewley
et al. (2006) and Stasin´ska et al. (2006) in the classi-
cal diagnostic diagram, like the BPT one involving the
[O III]/Hβ vs. [N II]/Hα line ratios (e.g., Baldwin et al.
1981). The vertical line at log [N II]/Hα = -0.4 maps the
division between SF and AGNs regions, while the hori-
zontal line at WHα= 6A˚, represent the classical separa-
tion between quasars and Seyfert galaxies (e.g., Baldwin
et al. 1981). Since this is a projection, the separation
between the different ionizating sources is not as clean
as in the classical diagnostic diagrams, and its use is rec-
ommended only if the [O III]/Hβ ratio is not available,
as indicated by Cid Fernandes et al. (2011).
Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987) were the first to intro-
duce diagnostic diagrams based on emission line ratios
as a method to classify entire galaxies. They intro-
duced the [N II]/Hα, [S II]/Hα and [O I]/Hα versus
[O III]/Hβ diagnostics already presented by Baldwin
et al. (1981). Several demarcation curves have been pro-
posed over these diagrams to try to separate the soft
ionization sources, like H II regions, from those with
a harder ionization, like AGNs. The most common is
the one proposed by Kewley et al. (2001) (K01) based
on photoionization grid models. This curve represents
the maximum envelope in the considered line ratios that
can be reached by ionization due to multiple bursts of
star-formation. Line ratios above this curve cannot be
reproduced by ionizing photons produced by young OB
stars. Classically the region above this curve is known
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as the region populated by AGN, although it is not ex-
clusive of this ionizing source (as is broadly assumed).
The ionization produced by old stars (post-AGBs,
HOLMES), commonly found in retired galaxies, at large
extraplanar distances in disk galaxies, or in the central
and inter-arm regions of galaxies, can also reproduce the
line-ratios observed in the LINER region of the BPT di-
agram (e.g., Binette et al. 1994; Stasin´ska et al. 2008;
Singh et al. 2013). The equivalent widths that produce
these sources tend to be much lower compared with that
from SF or AGN ionization (Singh et al. 2013; Lacerda
et al. 2018). It has been shown that the demarcation
at WHα< 3A˚ is a good indicator for the ionization pro-
duced by this kind of stars (e.g. Gomes et al. 2016).
Photoionization induced by shocks can also reproduce
the line-ratios observed in the AGN/LINER region (e.g.,
Alatalo et al. 2016). The combination of three free pa-
rameters in shocks (magnetic fields, shock velocities and
the pre-shock densities), give rise to a wide range of val-
ues of line ratios that may cover an ample region in the
diagnostic diagrams, from SF regions to AGN/LINER
ones (e.g., Allen et al. 2008). As a consequence, for shock
ionization a demarcation curve does not exist as for the
other ionizing sources. Nevertheless, there has been ef-
forts to constrain certain regions of the diagram where
shocks are more frequently found, depending on the ori-
gin of the galactic wind i.e., SF-driven or AGN-driven,
(e.g., Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn 2010).
In Figure 5d we present the spatially resolved diagnos-
tic diagrams for the example galaxy NGC 1762. They,
combined with the emission-line image, provide us with
unique information about where the different sources of
ionization take place inside a galaxy. The ionized gas lo-
cated at the spiral arms (greenish in Fig. 5b), is found in
the SF regions of the diagrams clearly below the K01 de-
marcation in the three of them. On the other hand, the
gas in the nucleus is located at the AGN/LINER region.
If we combine the information provided by these diag-
nostic diagrams with the distribution along the WHAN
diagram, we can conclude that nuclear regions present
two kinds of ionizations. The very center presents a
hard ionization with high WHα(i.e., the signatures of an
AGN). However, the surrounding regions present also
hard ionization, but with low WHα (i.e., the signature
of ionization by old stars). This later one is spatially
associated with the optical extension of the bulge.
Despite of the several spaxels falling in regions con-
strained by the shock models grids, and in regions com-
patible with SF- and AGN-driven winds, it is unlikely
that they are associated to shock ionization due to their
spatial distribution (as they are concentrated in a nu-
clear almost point-like emission region). Although small
galactic fountains can drive outflows and produce shock
line ratios (such as giant H II regions), it is unlikely that
this is the main ionization source in galaxy disks. Fur-
thermore, in this work we are interested in kiloparsec
scale outflows, instead of galactic fountains.
Although the previous analysis was made with a spiral
galaxy, the spatial concordance of the ionized gas distri-
bution with the stellar continuum emission also applies
for ellipticals, although these might present weaker ion-
ized gas (in the absence of an AGN). For those galax-
ies most of the ionized regions would be spread from
the right-end of the SF-region towards the LINER-like
region in the diagnostic diagrams (e.g. Lacerda et al.
2018). They will present little or no evidence of clumpy
ionized regions (like the HII regions observed in spirals),
with low values of WHα(Gomes et al. 2016), and with
an underlying continuum dominated by an old stellar
population (e.g., Fig. 3 of Sa´nchez et al. 2014).
4.2. Outflows and extended emission-line objects in
AMUSING++
Under the presence of a mechanism perturbing the
gas, the spatial coincidence with the continuum emis-
sion might not necessarily persist. Galactic outflows are
one phenomenon that can eject gas out of the galaxies
making the emission of ionized gas and the continuum
emission become spatially uncoupled. The warm phase
of outflows (T∼ 104 K) is directly observable in high
spatial resolution images (e.g., Strickland et al. 2004;
Mutchler et al. 2007). At this temperature optical emis-
sion lines reveals typically hollow conical, biconical or
filamentary structures of ionized gas emerging from the
nuclear regions (e.g., Veilleux & Rupke 2002; Strickland
et al. 2004; Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2016). Therefore, our pri-
mary criteria to select galaxies hosting galactic outflows
is based on the spatial distribution of the ionized gas:
ionized gas decoupled from a plausible underlying source
(young/old stars or an AGN), spatially distributed fol-
lowing bicones, cones or filamentary structures, depart-
ing from the inner towards the outer regions of galax-
ies (e.g., Heckman et al. 1990; Veilleux & Rupke 2002;
Strickland et al. 2004).
Based on the emission-line images of the AMUS-
ING++ galaxies as well as the spatially resolved diag-
nostic diagrams described before, we select our outflow
candidates among those galaxies with extended, filamen-
tary, and conical emission. The location of the extended
emission in the diagnostic diagrams must be at least not
fully dominated by SF ionization and must be spatially
decoupled from the stellar continuum. It is possible that
in some cases the extended emission might not be due
to the presence of an outflow. We will discuss their
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Figure 6. IC 1657 an outflow host galaxy in the AMUSING++ sample. All panels are similar to those presented for NGC 1762,
in Fig. 5.
nature in section 6. On the other hand, small-scale out-
flows (below the resolution of our data) could escape to
this scrutiny. So far, we will focus on large-scale ones,
clearly identified with the current dataset. Finally, we
note galaxies with outflows analysed in this study that
have already been reported. However, it will be possible
to make comparisons with galaxies not hosting outflows
using data of similar quality, a task not yet addresed
with MUSE data. Finally, the so-called jellyfish galax-
ies are excluded from this selection criterion due to the
different nature of the extended ionized gas emission.
In the next section we show the case of an outflow
galaxy detected using the previous technique to illus-
trate the main features that enabled us the identification
of all candidates.
4.2.1. The ionized cone in IC 1657
Figure 6a,b shows the gri color image and ionized gas
distribution of galaxy IC 1657. This is a highly inclined
(i = 78◦) spiral galaxy. There is no information in the
literature about the presence or signature of an outflow
in this galaxy, although it is in list of outflows candidates
by Colbert et al. (1996) but with no reported analysis
of the emission lines. The RGB emission-line image in
Fig. 6b, reveals what it seems a conical structure of gas
(more intense in [N II], i.e., reddish) perpendicular to
the disk plane, that looks to be outflowing from the
optical nucleus. As indicated before conical structures
like this are typical from outflows produced by either
SF or AGN. The Hα emission reveals the H II regions
in the galaxy disk (greenish), while some ionized clumps
present a slightly larger [O III] emission at the edge of
disk (blueish). The WHα and [N II]/Hα ratio of the
gaseous cone component is not compatible with being
ionized by SF (log [N II]/Hα < −0.4 ). It is neither
compatible with being ionized by evolved stars (WHα
> 3 A˚) as revealed by the WHAN diagram (Fig. 6c).
The spatially resolved diagnostic diagrams can be in-
terpreted as follows: the clumps with stronger [O III] ,
located at the outskirts in the emission-line image, are
compatible with having low gas metallicities in these
diagrams. Finally, the clumps dominated by Hα emis-
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Figure 7. Ionization and kinematic diagrams for the two example galaxies: NGC 1762 (top panels) and IC 1657 (bottom
panels). Each panel shows, from left to right: (i) the spatially resolved [N II]/Hα line ratio and (ii) velocity dispersion maps;
(iii) the [N II]/Hα−σ resolved map color coded with the emission-line image from Figs. 5b and 6b respectively. Two correlation
coefficients r, between these variables were computed for spaxels lying above (r > K01) and below (r < K01) the K01 curves.
(iv) the rightmost panel shows the Hα velocity map. Black contours superimposed in the IC 1657 velocity map represent the
best demarcation of the ionized cone traced with the log [N II]/Hα ratio map with levels −0.3 and −0.2 dex.
sion in the center of the disk are located where the high
metallicity H IIregions are found. Thus, the emission-
line color-image illustrates qualitatively the metallicity
gradient observed in galaxies (e.g., Sa´nchez et al. 2014).
On the other hand the gaseous cone, visible morpho-
logically, is well separated in all diagnostic diagrams
from the ionization most probably due to star-formation
(green clumpy structures). It clearly spreads towards
regions where a harder ionization source is required to
reproduce the observed line ratios. In the WHAN di-
agram the cone nebulae is identified in regions char-
acteristics of AGN-like ionization. Low values of the
WHα (< 3A˚) are characteristic in extra-planar (Flores-
Fajardo et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2017) and non extra-
planar diffuse ionized gas (Singh et al. 2013; Lacerda
et al. 2018). Nevertheless, the predominant large values
of the WHα exclude the low-mass evolved stars as the
main source of ionization in the cone nebulae. Regarding
the line ratio diagnostic diagrams, the spaxels spatially
associated to the ionized cone are also located at the
classical AGN-ionized region. Indeed, all of them fall
within the region occupied by shock ionization accord-
ing to the predicted line ratios from theoretical models
(e.g., mappings iii). Moreover, the line ratios at the
ionized cone are more compatible with the SF-driven
wind scenario according to the empirical demarcations
from AGN-driven and starburst-driven winds by Sharp
& Bland-Hawthorn (2010). Therefore, shock ionization
produced by a SF-driven outflow seems to be the most
likely explanation to the observed morphology as well as
its observed line ratios.
From this example, it is clear that the intrinsic com-
plexity of outflows inhibits its direct identification in
diagnostic diagrams. It is just by a discarding process
of ionizing sources, considering both line rations and
morphologies simultaneously, in which it is possible to
obtain hints of shock ionization, indicative of the possi-
ble presence of outflows (in aggreement with the recent
review by Sanchez 2019).
4.3. Kinematics: velocity dispersion and Hα velocity
Most star-forming galaxies are disk dominated spi-
ral galaxies (e.g. Sa´nchez et al. 2018), which typically
present velocity dispersion ranging from some tens of
km s−1 (e.g. Bershady et al. 2010) to ∼ 100 km s−1 in the
case of turbulent or high SF galaxies (Genzel et al. 2008;
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Green et al. 2010). At the wavelength of Hα the spectral
resolution of MUSE is σ ∼ 50 km s−1 , which allows us to
resolve the velocity dispersion of these galaxies in a wide
range of galactocentric distances. For early-type galax-
ies the velocity dispersion is much larger, in general,
and therefore is well recovered with this data. Galactic
outflows are generally associated with increases in the
velocity dispersion, a property used to characterise, de-
tect and confirm them (e.g., Monreal-Ibero et al. 2010;
Rich et al. 2011, 2015).
Figure 7 shows 2D maps of the [N II]/Hα line ratio and
Hα velocity dispersion for the two archetype galaxies de-
scribed throughout this article. In the case of NGC 1762,
there is a clear increase of the line ratios towards the
center, as discussed in previous sections. This increase
is spatially associated with an increase in the velocity
dispersion, that traces clearly the location of the bulge.
This reinforces our interpretation that a fraction of the
ionization in this region is due to old-stars that dynami-
cally present hot/warm orbits comprising the bulge (e.g.
Zhu et al. 2018a,b). On the other hand, the velocity dis-
persion along the disk presents values ∼40–70 km s−1,
i.e., within the expected values for a SF disk galaxy (e.g.
Genzel et al. 2008; Bershady et al. 2010).
In the case of the galaxy hosting an outflow, IC 1657,
the velocity dispersion along the disk is of the same or-
der. However, there is an evident increase of the ve-
locity dispersion associated with an enhancement of the
[N II]/Hα ratio along the semi-minor axis of the galaxy.
This enhancement is spatially associated not only with
the cone structure observed in the emission-line image
(Fig. 6), but additionally another conical structure in
the opposite direction of the main one described above
(i.e., behind the disk). A detailed inspection of Fig. 6
shows that indeed this second conical structure is ap-
preciated in there too. The dust attenuation of the disk
(c.f., Fig. 6a) may be causing the partial obscuration of
this second cone.
Following a similar procedure as the one adopted to
create the diagnostic diagrams (Figs. 5 and 6), we con-
struct a spatially resolved σ–[N II]/Hα diagram. A pos-
itive correlation between the ionization strength and ve-
locity dispersion is typically found in the presence of
shocks (e.g., Monreal-Ibero et al. 2010; Rich et al. 2011;
Ho et al. 2014; Rich et al. 2015; Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2016).
This is a natural correlation if the emission lines present
a broad component, induced by an asymmetry of the
line profile, associated with shocks. Velocity dispersions
larger than 90 km s−1 have been associated to shocks
produced by galactic winds (e.g., Rich et al. 2015).
Figure 7, right panel, shows the spatially resolved σ–
[N II]/Hα diagram, color coded with the emission-line
images presented in Figs. 5b and 6b respectively. In
general, low velocity dispersion values (< 50 km s−1)
are observed where the SF is the dominant ionization.
The nucleus in both cases present high dispersion val-
ues (> 50 km s−1). As a positive correlation between
these variables is a signature of shocks (Monreal-Ibero
et al. 2010), we compute the correlation coefficients be-
tweeen both parameters for spaxels dominated by SF
ionization (those lying below the K01 curve in the BPT
diagram) and for spaxels lying above the K01 curve,
presumable mostly dominated by shocks in the pres-
ence of outflows. In the case of NGC 1762 the spaxels
with higher dispersion (those close the nucleus) present
a negative correlation, while those associated to the disk,
present a very weak correlation (r < K01 = 0.20). On
the other hand, IC 1657 present a moderate positive cor-
relation for spaxels in the disk and also in the ionized
cone (r < K01 = 0.55 and r > K01 = 0.56 respectively).
The positive correlation in the ionized cone may suggests
the presence of multiple or broad components, produced
most probably by the presence of a shocked layer of gas.
The right-most panel of Fig. 7 shows the Hα velocity
maps for the two considered galaxies. In absence of an
external agent perturbing the ISM, a regular rotation
pattern is expected in the gas kinematics. NGC 1762
shows, indeed, the typical pattern of a rotating disk with
symmetrical velocities around the center with a reced-
ing (North) and an approaching (South) side. On the
other hand the presence of the ionized cone observed in
IC 1657 is producing deviations from the expected ve-
locity pattern around the galaxy semi-minor axis, where
the outflow is expanding. This is also clear in the distri-
bution of differential velocities between the ionized gas
and the stars, i.e., the vgas − v? maps (Fig. 18 in the
appendix section). We observe differences > 60 km s−1
in the outflow influenced regions between both velocity
maps, while in the unperturbed disks, the velocity dif-
ference is much smaller (compatible with zero in many
cases). In Table 3 we report the W90 value of the ab-
solute difference between both velocities across the FoV
of the data, ∆vgas,? = |vgas − v?|. In general, spaxels of
not outflow host galaxies and with line ratios above the
K01 curve tend to present smaller differences in ∆vgas,?
than in galaxies hosting outflows.
As part of our candidates selection, beside looking for
ionized regions where line ratios cannot be explained by
the underlying continuum (stellar or AGN), with fila-
mentary or conical structures, we explore the distribu-
tion of the velocity dispersion and its agreement with
an enhancement of the [N II]/Hα (and when feasible
of [S II]/Hα and [O I]/Hα which are also associated to
shocks). In addition, we explore possible perturbations
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in the velocity maps, again associated with similar en-
hancements in the considered line ratios and increases
in the velocity dispersion.
4.4. The cross correlation function: emission-line
asymmetries
The broad profiles detected at the location of the out-
flowing regions may indicate the presence of multiple
components. Therefore, analysing the shape of the emis-
sion lines is important in the identification of these pro-
cesses. This shape is the result of the sum of all the
kinematics components associated with different ioniz-
ing processes occurring at each location within a galaxy,
integrated along the line-of-sight. Although the typical
profile to model emission line at our spectral resolution
is a Gaussian function (Voigt functions are used in the
case of better resolution), in many cases more complex
profiles are required to characterise the observed emis-
sion lines. Regardless of the functional form adopted for
modelling, and in the absence of any perturbing external
mechanism, the emission lines appear to be symmetri-
cal around their intensity peak. Line bisectors are the
best way to describe the symmetry of a line. The study
of asymmetries of line profiles is a technique that was
developed for the analysis of stellar spectra to study
granulation decades ago (e.g. Gray 1988). Although
this technique was designed to analyse absorption lines,
it is straightforward to adapt it to study emission line
profiles. In this case it is useful to derive the cross-
correlation using a model profile. This way the contrast
is enhanced and it is possible to include several emission
lines simultaneously in the analysis.
The cross-correlation technique is an estimation of the
similarity of two signals that gives as result a set of
correlation coefficients for every lag or offset in the fre-
quency or velocity space (defined as τ). If the two signals
are similar but they differ by a certain lag/offset, then
the maximum of equivalence between them is reached at
τrmax , where rmax is the maximum value of the cross cor-
relation, following a symmetrical profile. This technique
has already been applied successfully to measure the de-
gree of symmetry of emission lines associated with ion-
ized gas in galaxies (e.g., Garc´ıa-Lorenzo 2013; Garc´ıa-
Lorenzo et al. 2015). The resultant cross correlation
function (CCF), i.e., the distribution of correlation co-
efficients along τ (in this case the velocity), is a measure
of the average profile of the spectrum of reference (in
the velocity space).
Following Garc´ıa-Lorenzo (2013), we compute the
CCF in a spectral window that covers multiple emission
lines close in wavelength. We use the pure gas spec-
tra (i.e., continuum subtracted, as described in Sec. 3),
and a model of all involved emission lines is generated by
adopting a set of Gaussian functions with FWHMs equal
to the spectral resolution of the data (FWHM ∼ 2.6 A˚).
Preliminary fits to the spectra are performed with the
considered model to estimate the intensity of the emis-
sion lines involved. The relative intensities of the lines
are then passed to the template. Finally the template
is shifted to the redshift of the galaxy (previously de-
termined by Pipe3D). The cross-correlation is finally
performed between this adjusted template and the gas-
pure spectra.
Figure 8 shows the cross correlation technique applied
to two particular spectra in a spectral window that cov-
ers the Hα + [N II]λλ6548, 6584 emission lines. This
way the effect of the residual-continuum is mitigated.
The top panels show the case of a spectrum extracted
from an H II region of NGC 1762. The emission profiles
seems to be well described by a single Gaussian compo-
nent. When it is cross correlated with the appropriate
template, the CCF shows multiple peaks at different ve-
locities. However, the maximum similarity is reached for
a peak near to the systemic velocity (i.e., near zero at
the scales shown in the figure). We select the CCF at a
regime within ±500 km s−1 around this peak, and com-
pute the bisectors at different intensity levels relative to
the peak (from 90% to 20%, with steps of a 10%). Then,
a fit to the selected range of the CCF is performed to
have a better estimation of the peak velocity and ve-
locity dispersion. Finally we estimate ∆vlevel, i.e., the
velocity difference between the bisector at each intensity
level and the corresponding velocity of the peak inten-
sity. The mean of all estimated ∆vlevel for the different
levels is stored as the final estimation of the asymme-
try of the lines for the considered spectrum and spectral
range (defined as ∆v).
The second example in Fig. 8 corresponds to a spec-
trum extracted from the outflowing region discovered
in IC 1657. In this case the bisectors show clear devi-
ations from the peak velocity, with an obvious shift to
the blue with respect the central velocity. These kind of
asymmetries are typical of outflows (e.g Ho et al. 2014;
Maiolino et al. 2017). In general, ∆vlevel represents the
velocity with respect to that of the intensity peak, which
does not necessarily correspond to the systemic velocity
(except in the case that the emission line profiles are
described well by a single component).
We apply the described methodology to the whole
pure gas cube of each galaxy to obtain a set of asymme-
try maps (∆vlevel, one for each intensity level) and the
corresponding mean asymmetry (∆v), estimated along
all the asymmetry levels.
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Figure 8. Illustration of the cross-correlation method applied to the emission line spectra to compute the asymmetries of
the line profiles. Top (bottom) panels show the cross correlation technique applied to a spectra containing the Hα + [N II]
emission lines described in this case by a single (multiple) kinematic component. Top-left: The black solid line represents the
normalised gas spectrum, shifted to the rest-frame, for a spaxel located on a spiral arm of NGC 1762. The red line represents
the template used to cross-correlate the observed spectra. The templates are modelled with three Gaussian functions (one for
each emission line) with the FWHM fixed to the instrumental resolution. Top-right: The main panel shows the normalised
cross-correlation function (CCF) in velocity space between the model and the spectra for a wide range of velocities (-5500 km s−1
to 5500 km s−1). The inset in the right panels shows a zoom for the velocity range (shifted to the zero velocity) where the
maximum of the cross-correlation is observed. Crosses represent the bisectors of the CCF at different intensity levels relative to
the peak, ranging from 10% to 90%. The green line represents the best Gaussian fit to the CCF distribution. Bottom panels
show the same plots for a spectrum extracted from the conical ionized gas structure detected in IC 1657 (see Fig. 6b), i.e., a
clear candidate to galactic outflow.
Figure 9 shows the derived asymmetry maps for the
different levels and the final mean map for NGC 1762
and IC 1657. In the case of NGC 1762 almost no asym-
metry is detected across the entire disk of the galaxy.
At the central regions - dominated by the bulge - an
asymmetry towards the opposite velocity of the disk is
found. This asymmetry may indicate the existence of a
central-region counter rotation, or disturbed kinematics
that could be associated with the presence of an AGN
candidate discussed above.
On the other hand, the asymmetry maps of IC 1657
clearly illustrate the complex kinematic structure associ-
ated with galactic outflows. The higher values of asym-
metry are spatially associated with the velocity pertur-
bations, the increase of velocity dispersion and the en-
hancement of line ratios found at the bi-conical struc-
ture that we describe as a galactic outflow. Following
these results we explore the asymmetry maps derived
for all the galaxies in the sample and inspect the possi-
ble association of high asymmetry values with the other
properties describing an outflow. Any galaxy including
these properties is selected as a candidate outflow for
further inspection.
Figure 10 shows the distribution of the absolute value
of asymmetries (|∆v|) for all spaxels with a S/N> 4 in
Hα for the two archetype galaxies. This figure shows
that NGC 1762 is dominated in general by low values of
asymmetry (< 15 km s−1) while IC 1657 presents a tail
towards higher values (> 50 km s−1). Although |∆v|
does not represent the real velocity of the extra compo-
nents, it represents a lower limit of the velocity of the
shocked gas in the case of outflows. Finally, we derive
for each galaxy the W90 parameter for |∆v|, i.e., the
velocity difference between the 5th and 95th percentiles
of the distribution of asymmetries for all the spaxels of
each datacube. We include in Table 2 this parameter
just for spaxels dominated by the outflows in each of
the host galaxy candidates. Figure 11 shows the dis-
tribution of these W90 values compared with the same
distribution for all galaxies in the sample (and for all
spaxels). This figure clearly illustrates how different the
asymmetries are in the presence of perturbations like the
ones introduced by outflows.
5. RESULTS
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Figure 9. 2D maps of the asymmetries at different intensity levels for the two archetype galaxies described in this article:
NGC 1762 and IC 1657 in the top and bottom panels respectively. Spaxels with S/N> 4 in Hα are shown in these maps. Each
panel shows the percentage of the flux with respect to the peak of the CCF at which the asymmetry is estimated (as illustrated
in Fig. 8), ranging from 90% to 20% in steps of 10%. The asymmetry, ∆v is defined as the difference between the bisector
velocity at the corresponding intensity level and the velocity at which the peak intensity is found.
Following the examples above, here we present the
results of the search for and selection process of galactic
outflows in the AMUSING++ compilation.
5.1. Candidate galactic outflows
Our continuum and emission-line images, the spa-
tially resolved diagnostic diagrams, the kinematic prop-
erties of the lines, and their level of asymmetry, together
provide a robust method to select candidate galactic
outflows. All galaxies with detected conical/bi-conical
emission in AMUSING++ are presented in Fig. 12, and
their main properties are listed in Table 2. The recon-
structed continuum images as well as those of emission
lines, are presented in Fig. 12. This is our final sam-
ple of galaxies hosting a galactic outflow. Comments on
some individual objects are included in Appendix B. The
figures summarizing the whole analysis of the emission
lines discussed before (asymmetries maps, kinematics,
line-ratios and diagnostic diagrams) for each of these
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Figure 11. Distribution of asymmetries W90 parameter for
all the AMUSING++ sample without outflows (blue colors),
and with an outflow (orange colors). W90 was calculated in
each galaxy from the median |∆v| map, taking spaxels where
the S/N> 4 in Hα. Histograms are normalised to the total
number of galaxies in each sub-sample.
galaxies are included in Appendix C. The final sample
of galactic outflows comprises 54 objects. Similar figures
for all the remaining 582 galaxies in the AMUSING++
compilation are included in Appendix D for reference.
In addition to the objects hosting galactic outflows, in
the process of selecting them we found a set of galax-
ies with extended ionized gas emission, but not fulfilling
all the criteria outlined in the selection process. Thus,
for these galaxies the ionization appears to be driven by
other physical processes. These objects are presented in
Fig. 13 and their main properties in Table 2. We note
that all of these galaxies are Elliptical, and in many
cases are located at the central regions of galaxy clus-
ters. These filaments might be associated to the optical
counterpart of cooling flows in elliptical galaxies.
5.2. Global properties of the sample
In this section we characterise the main spectroscopic
properties of the AMUSING++ sample, in order to (i)
understand how the properties of galaxies hosting out-
flows compare with those of the general population, and
(ii) determine which is the most likely physical mecha-
nism driving the observed outflows.
5.2.1. Central ionizing source
Figure 14 shows the distribution of the [N II]/Hα,
[S II]/Hα, [O I]/Hα and [O III]/Hβ line ratios extracted
from a 3′′ aperture centered in the optical nuclei, for
those galaxies with detected line emission (601 out of
635), together with the WHAN diagram using the same
aperture. This figure shows the galaxy distribution over
the three classical diagnostic diagrams, which reflects
the variety of ionizing sources in the nuclear regions of
galaxies. Bluish colors in these diagrams (WHα > 6 A˚),
are associated to a SF nucleus (on the left) or with a
strong AGN (on the right), while reddish are associated
to retired galaxies or a LINER nucleus.
We define SF nuclei in general, or a SF–driven outflow
(for candidates), those galaxy nuclei located simultane-
ously below the K01 curves and with an WHα> 6 A˚.
Moreover, we define as AGN in general or AGN–driven
outflows (for candidates) to those galaxy nuclei located
simultaneously above the K01 curves and with an WHα>
3 A˚. These include both weak and strong AGN as de-
fined by Cid Fernandes et al. (2011). If the central value
of WHα< 3 A˚, the galaxy is classified as retired or post-
AGB dominated, irrespective of their location in the
diagnostic diagrams (for the central ionization). Ob-
jects that present an WHα> 3 A˚ with some ratio below
the K01 curves are either SF–AGN or shock dominated.
Thus, they are poorly classified.
The results of this classification are summarised in
Table 1 and shown in Figure 14. There are 19 ob-
jects with outflows that lie well below the K01 curves in
all diagnostic diagrams (NGC 839, NGC 838, NGC 7253,
PS15mb, ESO 157-49, NGC 6810, NGC 7592, ESO 343-
13, NGC 3256, ESO 194-39, ESO 148-IG002, ESO 338-
IG04, NGC 1705, NGC 4945, NGC 5253, ESO 286-35,
MCG-05-29-017, NGC 7174, NGC 5010). These out-
flow galaxies are clearly not driven by an AGN. Other
sources lie close to the border between the AGN-SF de-
marcation, and they could be either classified as AGN-
or SF–driven depending on the diagram. In addition,
19 objects (IC 5063, ESO 362-18, NGC 2992, NGC 4941,
NGC5728, ESO 428-14, JO204, JO135, PGC 006240,
NGC 1068, NGC 6240, 2MAS XJ10193682+1933131,
ESO 509-66, ESO 402-21,HE 0351+0240, ESO 339-11,
Mrk926, 3C277.3, NGC 5128) are located (in all dia-
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Figure 12. Galaxy outflow candidates based on our selection criteria (see text). The continuum image and its corresponding
emission line-image, as described in Fig. 5 (panels a and b), are shown for each galaxy. The same FoV of 60′′× 60′′ was selected
for each galaxy, although the scale varies depending the redshift of the object (and the presence of a Mosaic or a single pointing).
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Figure 13. Galaxies with extended emission and filaments, but not fulfilling all the criteria to be selected as bonafide galactic
outflows. Panels show similar images as the one described in Fig. 12.
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Figure 14. Diagnostic diagrams for the central spectrum of the AMUSING++ galaxies. Line ratios and equivalent widths were
extracted from a 3′′ × 3′′ square around the optical nucleus of each galaxy, based on the analysis performed by Pipe3D. The
[N II]/Hα vs. [O III]/Hβ diagnostic diagram is presented in the left panel, with the [S II]/Hα vs. [O III]/Hβ one centrally and
finally the [O I]/Hα vs. [O III]/Hβ in the right. The colored circles represent the AMUSING++ galaxies without outflows. Blue
(black) inverted triangles represent galaxies hosting SF–driven (AGN–driven) outflows; pink diamonds are outflow host galaxies
whose nuclei are dominated by either SF–AGN or characterized by shock excitation; green diamonds represent galaxies hosting
outflows with central WHα< 3 A˚; finally, red squares represent the elliptical galaxies with extended emission and filaments
(see Fig. 13). The black solid curve in the three diagnostic diagrams represents the Kewley et al. (2001) demarcation curves;
the black straight-line represents the Kewley et al. (2006) Seyfert-LINER demarcation line; the dotted line in the [N II]/Hα
represents the Kauffmann et al. (2003) demarcation curve. The rightmost panel shows the WHAN diagram (e.g., Cid Fernandes
et al. 2011), comprising [N II]/Hα vs. WHα. The color code represent in all diagrams the log WHα value.
grams) in regions where AGN-dominated ionization is
usually found.
Table 2 lists the results of the galaxy classification
based on the properties of the ionized gas in the central
region. Assuming that this indicates which is the driving
mechanism for the observed outflow we conclude that
∼ 3 % of them are driven by SF, ∼ 3 % are driven by an
AGN and ∼ 2 % can be either AGN- or SF–driven. If the
AMUSING++ compilation comprises a representative
sample of galaxies in the nearby Universe, these numbers
would indicate that ∼ 8 % of galaxies host an outflow.
This fraction is in agreement with that reported recently
using complete and well defined samples extracted from
IFS-GS (2–8 % Ho et al. 2016; Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019).
Comparing this fraction with the random Poisson noise
of the sample, (σPoisson =
√
N ∼ 25 = 4%), the to-
tal fraction of outflows found doubles this error. How-
ever this is not achieved if it is considered either SF-
or AGN-driven outflows separately. Although this is a
low value, even in more controlled galaxy samples the
reported fraction of outflows is still at the limit of the
Poisson noise (Ho et al. 2016; Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019).
The fraction of AGN host galaxies in the AMUS-
ING++ sample (52/635 ∼ 8 %), is nearly double that
recently observed in a larger IFS-GS, 4 % (e.g., Sa´nchez
et al. 2018). This may indicate some bias in the selection
of the sample towards AGN sources, which is somewhat
Table 1. Classification of the nuclear ionization of the AMUS-
ING++ galaxies.
SF AGN SF-AGN-Shocks Retired
AMUSING++ 255 52 76 217+35∗
Outflows 19 19 13 3
Extended/Fillaments 0 0 10 2
Note—The BPT and WHAN diagnostic diagrams presented in
Fig. 14 for the central spectrum were used to classify the galaxy
nuclear ionization considering both their location with respect to
the K01 curves and the central WHα value.
∗ Note also that 35 galaxies do not present Hα or Hβ emission and
they are catalogued as retired due to the lack of ionized gas.
expected since some of the sub-samples included in this
collection comprise only such objects (e.g., CARS).
Interestingly, the elliptical galaxies with extended ion-
ized regions not classified as outflows present a nuclear
ionization incompatible with that of retired galaxies
(i.e., ionized by old-stars). Indeed, they present ioniza-
tions that would correspond to weak AGN or simply by
ionization due to shocks. We cannot rule out the pres-
ence of an AGN in these galaxies. Some of them show
clear evidence of AGN activity since they resent radio
jets or central radio sources, as is the case of UGC 09799
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(e.g., Morganti et al. 1993) and M87 (e.g., Owen et al.
1989). However a visual exploration of Fig. 19 suggests
that the dominant ionization for these objects seems
to be more related to shocks: they present filamen-
tary and highly perturbed ionized gas structures. Some
authors have already reported that a few of these ob-
jects have remnants of a past nuclear activity or recent
merging processes or the final end of IGM streams (like
cooling-flows), which could produce the observed ioniza-
tion (e.g., Balmaverde et al. 2018).
At this stage we need to mention that the fractions
presented in this section may not be representative of the
full population of galaxies at considered redshift range,
since they are based on a compilation of data.
5.2.2. Distribution along the SFR-M∗ diagram
It is well known that SFGs follow a tight relation when
they are plotted in the SFR-M∗ diagram (in logarithm
scale). This relation is known as the star formation
main sequence (SFMS), and it presents a dispersion of
σSFMS ∼0.25 dex (e.g., Cano-Dı´az et al. 2016b). It has
been widely studied at different redshifts although the
relation at z ∼ 0 is the most frequently explored (e.g.
Brinchmann et al. 2004; Salim et al. 2007; Noeske et al.
2007; Speagle et al. 2014). On the other hand, retired
galaxies are located well below the SFMS (> 2σSFMS),
conforming a second trend or cloud covering a range of
specific star-formation rates (sSFR) broadly correspond-
ing to WHα∼ 1 A˚ (based on the relation between both
parameters, e.g. Sa´nchez et al. 2014; Belfiore et al. 2016).
Finally, AGN hosts are usually located in the less popu-
lated region between these two major groups, known as
the Green Valley (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2010; Sa´nchez
et al. 2018).
Figure 15 shows the distribution of the integrated SFR
along the M∗ values and color-coded by the central val-
ues of the WHα for the AMUSING++ galaxies. The M∗
was derived using the stellar population decomposition
described in Sec. 3, following the prescriptions exten-
sively described in Sa´nchez et al. (2016c) and Sa´nchez
et al. (2018). The integrated SFR was derived from
the dust corrected Hα luminosity (assuming the Cardelli
et al. 1989 extinction law; Rv = 3.1; Hα/Hβ = 2.86 cor-
responding to case B of recombination, Osterbrock e.g.,
1989), and applying the Kennicutt (1998) relation. In
both cases a Salpeter IMF was assumed (Salpeter 1955).
Galaxies with high WHα values populate the upper re-
gion of this diagram, contrary to galaxies with much
lower WHα lying well below the SF objects. The SFMS
was obtained with SF galaxies with central WHα > 6
A˚ and line ratios below the K01 curve in the BPT di-
agram. It follows a log-linear relation between the two
parameters, with best fitted parameters from a linear
regression to:
log(SFRHα) = −7.73±0.33 + 0.77±0.03 log(M∗)
with σ = 0.43. This relation is very similar those re-
cently reported (e.g., Cano-Dı´az et al. 2016a). For galax-
ies where Hα emission is not associated to SF, the plot-
ted SFR corresponds just to a linear transformation of
that luminosity. Thus, the plotted SFR should be con-
sidered just as an upper limit to the real SFR (if any).
As expected, in the case of retired galaxies (RGs), they
are distributed in a cloud well separated from the lo-
cation traced by the star forming galaxies (SFGs), as
mentioned before.
Most of the galaxies hosting a galactic outflow are lo-
cated within 2σ of the loci of the SFMS, independently
of the central driving mechanism (SF, AGN, SF–AGN).
Most AGN-driven outflow galaxies lie in the Green Val-
ley region of this diagram as has been found in several
works (e.g., Sa´nchez et al. 2018). Particularly interesting
is PGC 043234 (green diamond in the retired sequence),
although its nuclear ionization is compatible to host a
(weak) AGN, it has a central WHα < 3A˚. This object has
been presented recently in Prieto et al. (2016a). These
authors favor photoionization by a recent AGN to the
observed [O III] filaments in this galaxy. Thus, most
galaxies hosting an outflow do actually present active
SF, and therefore, the presence of gas, the main ingre-
dient for a galactic wind. It is worth noting that the
elliptical galaxies with extended filamentary ionized gas
structures lie all below the SFMS, with no evidence of
SF activity. This suggests that the nature of ionized gas
- in these cases - is most probably external to the object
itself, or a remnant of an earlier event.
5.3. Outflows in diagnostic diagrams
As outlined earlier, a common characteristic of galac-
tic outflows is the presence of multiple components in
the emission lines. The number of components needed
to fit an emission line depends on the complexity of the
wind, and the capacity to resolve them. Typically, when
an outflow is observed along the line-of-sight of a galac-
tic disk, the wider components with larger dispersion
are associated to the outflow, while the narrow ones are
associated to the disk emission. The latter follows the
dynamics traced by the gravitational potential of the
object (i.e., it traces the systemic velocity). This was
already illustrated in Fig. 7. In order to study the prop-
erties of the outflows it is necessary to decouple the dif-
ferent components in the emission lines. This analysis
is beyond the scope of the current paper, and will be
addressed in a forthcoming article.
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Figure 15. Distribution along the SFR-M∗ diagram for galaxies in the AMUSING++ compilation and the outflow host galaxies.
The SFR was derived from integrated Hα flux. The color-code represents the central (3′′ × 3′′) WHα extracted for each object.
The black straight line represents the best fit for the SF objects. Galaxies hosting outflows are labelled with the same symbols
included in Fig. 14. Histograms of the respective fraction are shown over each axis. For AMUSING++ the histograms are
normalized to the total sample (635 galaxies). In the case of the outflows, the distribution is normalized to the 54 outflows
detected (i.e., excluding the extended objects). The right-most panel shows the relative difference (∆SFR) between the observed
SFR of the outflow sources and the expected SFR given its stellar mass with respect to the SFMS.
It is broadly accepted that diagnostic diagrams pro-
vide information about the ionizing source in a galaxy or
a region within a galaxy. However, their in-distinctive
use may lead to serious misinterpretations of the physi-
cal process occurring across a galaxy. A hint of this was
observed in the analysis of Figs 5 and 6, showing that
the so-called composite and LINER-like region in the di-
agrams may be populated by ionization associated with
outflows. Moreover, areas well below the usual demar-
cation lines adopted to select SF regions may be easily
populated by shock ionization. Thus, the real origin of
the ionization cannot be uncovered by the position in
the diagnostic diagrams alone: further information is
required.
As described previously, Pipe3D performs a moment
analysis to estimate the flux of the emission lines. This
means that multi-components in the emission lines are
treated equally as single-components in the analysis. In
the case of outflows, a moment analysis reconstructs the
full intensity of the emission lines better than fitting the
lines with single Gaussians. In Fig. 16 we show the dis-
tribution along the BPT for the individual spaxels with
detected emission lines in the galaxies with galactic out-
flows color-coded by the corresponding values derived
for the asymmetry. A fundamental difference with re-
spect to the values shown in the spatially resolved di-
agnostic diagrams in Appendix C, is that here we select
only those spaxels in which all the emission lines in the
diagram have at least a S/N> 4. This selection ex-
cludes regions with low signal, most probably removing
the diffuse ionized regions that in general have low sur-
face brightness (Zhang et al. 2017). However, it avoids
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Figure 16. Spatially resolved BPT diagrams for each of the galaxies hosting a galactic outflow and elliptical galaxies with
extended emission. We applied a S/N > 4 to all the emission lines involved in the diagrams. The color-code represents the
absolute value of the asymmetry (|∆v|) derived at each spaxel. Blue points indicate asymmetry values smaller than 15 km s−1
while red points indicate asymmetry values > 30 km s−1.
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Figure 16. (continued)
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including regions where the asymmetries are influenced
by the residuals of the continuum modelling and sub-
traction.
We include the color-coded BPT digram for NGC 1762
in the first panel of Fig. 16 for comparison purposes. It
is clearly seen that the asymmetry is very low (< 15
km s−1) for the entire disk of this galaxy, i.e., for the
areas dominated by SF ionization. Only in the nuclear
regions, where the ionization is due to post-AGBs and
maybe tracing the presence of an AGN, the asymetry
rises to values between 15 and 30 km s−1. In contrast,
outflow host galaxies present clear asymmetric profiles
in regions where the outflow in detected, thus are dom-
inated by shock induced ionization. This can be appre-
ciated in more detail in the spatially resolved diagram
for each galaxy in Appendix C. One of the immediate
results from this is that the spectroscopically unresolved
(so-far) multi-components are one of the reasons of shift-
ing the line ratios towards the composite-LINER/AGN
regions in the BPT diagram. The flux contribution as-
sociated to shocks in the emission lines depends on the
shock velocity in combination with the pre-shock density
(e.g., Allen et al. 2008). The combination of shocks+SF
emission can cover a wide area in the diagnostic dia-
grams as shown by Alatalo et al. (2016). This is obvious
from the distribution of regions with high asymmetries
in the BPT diagrams. They span through regions usu-
ally associated with ionization by young stars, crossing
the so-called composite region and reaching areas usu-
ally associated with post-AGB/HOLMES or AGN ion-
ization. On the contrary, spaxels with low asymmetry
values lie in general in the SF region, below the K01
curve in the BPT diagram.
It is clear from this result that without a detailed ex-
ploration of the spatially resolved information together
with and analysis of the shape of the profiles, a pure ex-
ploration of the BPT (or any other diagnostic diagram)
can lead to miss-interpretations on the ionizing source.
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
AMUSING++ is the largest compilation of galaxies
observed with MUSE so far. The current compilation
comprises a total of 635 galaxies, covering the redshift
interval 0.0002 < z < 0.15, with a mean value of
∼ 0.019. This compilation, although not complete, does
resemble a sample that is selected by diameter given by
the limits 10′′ < R25 < 84′′. Moreover, for 80% of the
objects we have a complete coverage of the optical exten-
sion up to R25, i.e., their isophotal radii are smaller than
45′′. The compilation covers all morphological types and
widely populates the color magnitude diagram. Thus, it
is well suited to study the spatially resolved properties
of galaxies in the nearby universe.
In this paper, we have analysed the ionized gas content
across the FoV of the instrument (1 arcmin2) for all the
galaxies in the sample. For the vast majority of these
objects we could explore the incidence of sub-kiloparsec
scale outflows. Indeed, the combination of the high spa-
tial resolution together with the spectral resolution of
MUSE provides an opportunity to renew ionization di-
agnostics, with the addition of spatial information as a
new parameter.
We developed a new methodology to detect gas out-
flows ionized by shocks. It relies on: (i) the visual in-
spection of the exquisite emission-line images and their
lack of association with stellar continuum or AGN; (ii)
the search for filamentary and conical/bi-conical struc-
tures in the ionized gas and the location of the line ratios
in those structures in the BPT and WHAN diagrams;
and (iii) the association of those structures with high
velocity dispersions, velocity perturbations and strong
asymmetries.
The search for outflows and objects with extended
emission line regions is straightforward when all this
information is combined. We found 54 galaxies with
evidence of hosting galactic outflows. From this sam-
ple 19 objects (3 % of the total AMUSING++ sample)
are certainly SF–driven and 32 present nuclear ioniza-
tion of AGN or a combination of AGN-SF. The frac-
tion of bonafide AGN in the sample, corresponds to 8 %.
This value is not fully in disagreement with other com-
plete galaxy surveys, although the AMUSING++ sam-
ple seems to be biased towards the inclusion of these
objects.
Most of the outflows found in the sample seem to be
biased towards high inclined systems, where they are
easily detected. However, at this stage it is not feasible
to estimate the possible bias introduced by the inclina-
tion given that the original sample is not a complete and
statistical representative sample. On the other hand we
find a fraction of outflows in low inclined galaxies, that
are generally excluded from these explorations by pri-
mary selections (e.g. Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019).
Despite these biases, a comparison of the distribution
of galaxies hosting outflows with the main population in-
dicates that these events are found in almost all galaxy
types. Outflows are found in a wide range of stellar
masses, from 8.8 < log M?/M < 11.7, with a peak
around 10.9. Outflows are also present in all morpholo-
gies as shown in Table 2, although there seems to be a
tendency towards disk-dominated spirals (Sb-Sc). There
is also a possible bias towards SFGs, with a peak around
log SFR/(M yr−1) ∼ 0.8, irrespective of the mecha-
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nisms that drives the outflow. This result is in many
ways similar to that recently reported by Lo´pez-Coba´
et al. (2019), using a well defined and statistically rep-
resentative sample of galaxies at similar redshifts. The
main difference is that in previous studies (Ho et al.
2014; Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. 2019) investigators have used
an inclination criteria (high-inclination galaxies) to fa-
cilitate the detection of outflows. In our particular case,
no inclination criteria was included. Thus, the previous
results are here validated and do not seem to be affected
by the selection process.
It is worth noting that outflows do not seem to be
preferentially found in extreme SFGs (in terms of their
location with respect to the SFMS), neither the AGN-
driven nor SF-driven ones (as already noted by Lo´pez-
Coba´ et al. 2019). Indeed, outflow galaxies present a
deficit (enhancement) of up to a factor with 10 respect
to the expected SFR given its stellar mass, that is rela-
tive to the SFMS. As noted in Ellison et al. (2018b), this
relative excess (deficit) is related with an overall increase
(decrease) of the radial distribution of the star formation
surface density (ΣSFR). Although it has been pointed
that high values of ΣSFR are needed to drive outflows
(e.g., Heckman 2001, 2002), this condition seems to be
not the main driver. Therefore, it is not conclusive that
the amount of SF defines the presence or absence of
outflows in galaxies. Thus, previous explorations of out-
flows reporting them preferentially in extreme starbursts
(e.g., Heckman et al. 1990; Lehnert & Heckman 1996;
Veilleux et al. 2003; Heckman et al. 2015; Rupke 2018),
were clearly biased in their conclusion due to their target
selection.
It seems that the requirements for the presence of out-
flow events have more to do with the ability of the con-
sidered driving mechanism to inject enough energy to
the gas being expelled (or at least elevated) above the
plane of the galaxy. Therefore, the ratio between the
injected energy and the strength of the gravitational
potential is probably more relevant than the absolute
amount of energy injected. Now that we have a well de-
fined sample of galaxies hosting outflows and a proper
comparison sample, we can address this exploration,
which will be presented in future studies.
In addition to the outflows, among the explored ob-
jects we report a group of galaxies hosting extended fila-
ments and collimated structures of ionized gas with high
values of the [N II]/Hα ratio. However, they do not ful-
fill all the requirements for being considered outflows.
It is noticeable that all of these galaxies are massive el-
lipticals (10.9 < log M?/M < 11.6), hosting an AGN
(weak or strong) in their nucleus, and lie well below the
SFMS in the retired galaxies region. As discussed in
appendix B, most of these objects are located in the
center of galaxy clusters. The excess of [N II] and Hα
emission in the filaments resemble the cooling flows ob-
served in the dominant cD elliptical galaxies in galaxy
clusters (e.g., Heckman et al. 1989; Fabian 1994). As ob-
served in Fig. 19, the line ratios of these filaments lie in
LINER-like region of the BPT diagrams. Indeed, shocks
are the standard explanation to the ionization observed
along these filaments (Heckman et al. 1989). Very low
WHα are dominant in the filaments, which reflects the
complex nature of shocks being able to reproduce val-
ues similar to the ones produced by ionization by old
stars. Although it was not the primarily goal of this
study, we will continue our exploration of this sample of
galaxies in comparison with those ellipticals not hosting
such processes to understand their nature.
In summary, we present here a large compilation of
635 galaxies in the nearby universe observed using the
integral-field spectrograph MUSE, the instrument that
offers (currently) the best spatial and spectral resolution
and the largest FoV. Using this AMUSING++ compila-
tion we developed a new procedure to select outflows
without requiring the pre-selection of highly-inclined
galaxies. Based on that technique we find a sample of 54
galaxies from which we are able to explore the nature of
outflows and the required conditions to produce them:
problems that we will further address in forthcoming
studies.
The AMUSING++ sample 29
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APPENDIX
A. DERIVATION OF ISOPHOTAL PARAMETERS
As part of the characterization of the AMUSING++ compilation we performed an isophotal analysis on all galaxies
in the sample. For this purpose we use Photutils, an Astropy package for detection and photometry extraction of
astronomical sources (Bradley et al. 2019). This package mimics the algorithms included in SExtractor (e.g., Bertin
& Arnouts 1996). We perform the isophotal analysis on the V–band images produced from the data cubes. Prior to
this analysis, we mask the field stars. Then, multiple isophotes are estimated at differet galactocentric distances down
to a surface brightness of 25 mag arcsec−2 (i.e., at the isophotal radius, R25). The position angle and inclination of
the last isophote are adopted for further inclination corrections. Inclination i is defined in terms of the ellipticity, ,
as cos i = 1 − . The values of both parameters are listed in Table 3. The effective radius is derived based on the
cumulative distribution of fluxes within these isophotes, estimated as the radius at which half of the total light is
contained. Figure 17 illustrates this procedure.
As mentioned in section 2, for 20% of the objects the isophotal radius is larger than the FoV of MUSE. For these
cases, R25 was estimated by an extrapolation of the cumulative flux curve. The value of Re in these cases is therefore
an approximation and should be used with care.
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Figure 17. Isophotal analysis applied to the V–band images of all AMUSING++ galaxies to estimate the effective radius
(Re), inclination (i) and position angle (PA). Left panel: surface brightness distribution of ESO 197-18. Black elliptical annulii
represent isophotes at different radii, with the outermost annulus corresponding to a surface brightness of 25 mag arcsec−2 (R25).
White annulus represent 1, 2, 3 and 4 effective radii (from innermost to outermost respectively). Right panel: Cumulative flux
distribution along the galactocentric distances of the isophotes shown in the left panel (black solid-lines). The effective radius
is marked with black straight lines.
B. COMMENTS ON INDIVIDUAL OUTFLOW HOST GALAXIES
In here it is addressed the individual outflow host galaxies found in AMUSING++. The corresponding figures of
each galaxy can be found in the electronic version of this article.
ESO 253-G003: This is a merging galaxy classified as a Seyfert 2 (e.g., Bonatto & Pastoriza 1997; Yuan et al.
2010). It presents an extended emission in [O III]. The information provided by the emission-line image and the
diagnostic diagrams show that the extended emission is located in the AGN region. Its nuclear ionization falls in
the border of the K01 curves, suggesting an AGN as responsible for the high [O III]/Hβ ratio observed across this
structure. High velocity dispersion (> 70 km s−1) is observed throughout this structure which correlates with the
[N II]/Hα ratio.
PGC 043234: This is a post startbust galaxy (z = 0.0205) result of a late merger event (e.g., Prieto et al. 2016b).
PGC 043234 shows clear fillamentary ionized structures visible mainly in [O III] emission. This galaxy has been recently
studied (using the same data as here) by Prieto et al. (2016b). They found that the ionized filaments extend to 5
kpc from the nucleus and multiple small structures up to 10 kpc away. The ionization of these filaments falls above
the K01 curves in the spatially resolved diagrams. These line ratios could be explained in principle by shocks or
AGN photoinization. Except for [S II], which is not detected, the central ionization is consistent with an AGN. Prieto
et al. (2016b) favour the AGN ionization, given the low velocity dispersion found along the [O III] fillaments (σ < 40
km s−1). We also do not detect significant asymmetries in the cross correlation function (|∆v| < 15 km s−1) that could
support the scenario of shock ionization.
IC 5063, NGC 2992, NGC 1365, NGC 1068 & ESO 097-013: These galaxies have been recently analysed (with MUSE
data) as part of the MAGNUM survey (Mingozzi et al. 2019). They all host well known outflows with conical structures,
all of them driven by a central AGN. Our spatially resolved diagnostic diagrams reveal in detail the ionization across
the outflowing gas.
ESO 362-18 or IRAS0177: ESO 362-18 is a Syfert 1.5 S0 galaxy at z = 0.0125 (e.g., Bennert et al. 2006). This galaxy
presents an extended ionized gas emission outflowing from its nucleus. This structure was first revealed in narrow
band images in [O III] (e.g., Mulchaey et al. 1996; Fraquelli et al. 2000). Recent studies using GMOS-IFS (3.5′′ × 5′′)
revealed the ionization cone of an outflow driven by the central AGN (e.g., Humire et al. 2018).
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The nucleus of this galaxy lies above the K01 curves in the spatially resolved diagrams while the ionization at the
cone falls in the AGN–driven wind region, confirming the origin of this outflow. We detect asymmetries in the cone,
|∆v| ∼ 30− 60 km s−1, as well as in the nuclear region. The presence of multi component kinematics in the emission
lines was also detected by Humire et al. (2018).
NGC 0613: This is a barred SBbc galaxy at 18.32 Mpc. Evidence of an outflow in this galaxy was first detected
in radio waves. NGC 0613 hosts a radio jet in the central region, with an optical counterpart seen in Hα and [O III]
emission (e.g., Hummel et al. 1987). The MUSE data of this object was presented first by the TIMER project.
NGC 0613 shows a clear bi-conical outflow more intense in [N II] (reddish color in the emission-line image). Its
ionization is located in the upper region in the diagnostic diagrams without a clear trend of being AGN or SF driven
outflow, possibly both. We detect some asymmetries, with |∆v| < 70 km s−1 around the nucleus and the cone structure.
The disk is traced by Hα emission coming from H II regions. Curiously, a significant excess of [N II] emission in the
inter arms regions is observed. Part of these “[N II] arms”are dominated by ionization of old stars and is located in
the LINER region in the diagnostic diagrams. This gas seems to lie over the disk, rather than having an extraplanar
origin. More studies to confirm the origin of this excess in [N II] are required.
NGC 838 & NGC 839: These galaxies are part of the Hickson Compact Group 16 (HCG 16c,d) (Hickson et al. 1989).
They both present SF driven outflows with clear bi-conical structure of ionized gas (e.g., Vogt et al. 2013). NGC 839
was studied before by Rich et al. (2010) using the Wide Field Spectrograph (WiFeS). Hα and [N II] filaments are
observed ouflowing from the north and south of the nucleus. The inner areas are located in the SF region in the
diagnostic diagrams. In contrast, the gas in the fillaments is compatible with being ionized by shocks produced by
a SF-wind. Asymmetries in the emission lines are found in both ionized cones with values of |∆v| < 110, consistent
with the presence of multiple kinematic components.
NGC 5728: It is a Seyfert II galaxy that presents two ionization cones produced by a central AGN (e.g., Wilson
et al. 1993). MUSE observations of this object have been presented in Durre´ & Mould (2018, 2019). Our emission-line
images reveal two ionized cones extending toward the SE and NW from the optical nucleus. These cones are regions
of high excitation reaching values of [O III]/Hβ ∼ 10 in the inner areas. The cone nebulae is consistent of being
ionized by an AGN wind in the spatially resolved maps. We detect strong asymmetries at the edges of the two cones,
|∆v| < 100 km s−1.
NGC 6810: An analysis of the MUSE data of this galaxy has been partially presented in Venturi et al. (2018).
NGC 6810 presents a clear conical outflow, observed mainly in Hα. Given the line ratios observed along the ionized
gas cone, the origin of this outflow is most probably related to SF processes. The asymmetry map of this galaxy
reveals high values at the location of the ionized cone, confirming the precense of multiple kinematic components.
NGC 7253: NGC 7253 (Northern galaxy from the corresponding image in the electronic version) is an interacting
galaxy with UGC 11985. The center of NGC 7253 shows a collimated [N II] structure outflowing from its nucleus. The
spatially resolved diagrams place this structure in the shock region, compatible with a SF–driven outflow according to
the Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn (2010) demarcations lines.
NGC 0232: The collimated [O III] structure observed in this galaxy has been recently reported in Lo´pez-Coba´ et al.
(2017b). The collimated structure falls in the AGN region in the diagnostic diagrams, with clear asymmetries along
this structure. The [O III] jet–like structure is produced most probably by the central AGN.
SDSSJ085940.13+151113.6: This is a highly inclined disk galaxy (i = 75◦), located at z = 0.0292 (the scale is 0.6
kpc/arcsec at the distance of this object). The large inclination of this galaxy facilitates the separation between the
gas in the disk (mostly Hα emission) with respect to the extraplanar one. A [N II] enhancement is observed in the
nucleus, revealing the presence of a small bi-conic structure. The extension of this structure on both sides of the disk
is the order of 6.5′′ (∼ 4 kpc at the distance of this object), and is clearly resolved. Even though just tens spaxels
fall in the bi-cones, these are well identified in the spatially resolved diagrams above the K01 curves. The velocity
dispersion in the cones reaches 150 km s−1, much larger than the values found in the disk. Asymmetries between 20-50
km s−1 are detected inside the cones, a signature of the presence of multiple components associated to shocks.
ESO 428-14: It is a Seyfert 2 galaxy at z = 0.0056. A collimated ionized gas structure aligned to an inner radio jet
was already reported in this galaxy (e.g., Falcke et al. 1998). The MUSE data reveals a very bright [O III] nucleus,
clearly ionized by the central AGN.
UGC 11723: This is an edge on galaxy located at 70 Mpc (e.g., Mandel et al. 2011). Their disk is dominated by
Hα emission, with some filamentary structures in the SW side. A slab of [N II] emission is distributed at both sides
of the disk plane. The [N II]/Hα line ratio increases at larger extra-planar distances, indicating the existence of an
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extra source of ionizing photons different to that provided by H II regions in the disk plane. Although HOLMES can
reproduce the observed line ratios, the large WHα values do not favour this hypothesis. Shocks may be responsible
for the enhancement of the [N II]/Hα ratio. The spatially resolved diagrams of the [N II] slab are consistent with this
kind of ionization, as well as the observed increase in the velocity dispersion.
JO135 & JO204: Also named 2MASXJ 12570425-3022305 and 2dFGRS TGN288Z210 respectively. These are two
Jellyfish galaxies located in the A3530 and A957 clusters, respectively. These galaxies has been analysed with MUSE
data as part of the GASP survey (e.g., Poggianti et al. 2019). Both galaxies are classified as Seyfert 2 and host ionization
cones produced by central AGN. The ionization cones are observed in the emission-line image as an extended blue
nebulae ([O III] emission). Multiple asymmetries are detected through the cones as well as in regions around its
respective nuclei.
PGC 006240: ESA/Hubble images of PGC 006240 show concentric shells which are most probably the product of a
merger event in the past. An arc structure on the NW side of the MUSE continuum image is observed. The ionized
gas distribution of this galaxy is also complex. Two filaments - one at the NW and other at SE from the nucleus - are
observed, together with an arc shape Hα structure (green in the emission-line image) extending to the SW and coming
from the nucleus. This arc structure presents low values of the [N II]/Hα ratio consistent with ionization by H II regions
in the BPT diagram. The nucleus as well the filaments present ratios consistent with LINER ionization, nevertheless,
this latter component is dominated by WHα > 3 A˚, and is therefore most compatible with shock ionization.
IC 1481: This galaxy was classified as an outflow candidate in Lo´pez-Coba´ et al. (2019). Unfortunately, a bad sky
subtraction in this galaxy prevented us from recovering clean maps of the emission lines. A new analysis of this object
is required.
NGC 6240: This galaxy hosts a well known outflow that is result of a merger (e.g., Mu¨ller-Sa´nchez et al. 2018).
NGC 6240 exhibits multiple Hα and [O III] filaments. The advanced merger stage of these galaxies did not allow us
to properly estimate the line velocity at each spaxel. A bad estimation of the velocity gives as result an incorrect
identification of the emission lines. Treister et al. (2018) has obtained emission line MUSE maps much better than
those reported in this work.
NGC 7592 & ESO 343-13: These systems exhibit galactic outflows result of ongoing interactions. Both systems
present biconical gas structures (seen in purple colors in the emission-line images) with line ratios consistent with
SF-wind outflows.
NGC 3256, NGC 4666 & NGC 7130: These galaxies present regions where is observed as an excess in [N II] decoupled
from Hα gas distribution. The line ratios associated with this [N II] emission locates them in regions above the K01
curves and they are characterized with WHα> 3A˚, and relatively high dispersion > 50 km s
−1. All these suggest the
idea of SF–driven outflows in these galaxies.
2MASXJ10193682+1933131: This is an elliptical galaxy at z = 0.0648. It present an excess of [O III] emission at
PA = 180. The [N II]/Hα map together with the velocity dispersion shows enhancements towards the Northern and
Southern parts of the nucleus. The central ionization, as well as the strong [O III] emission, supports the idea of an
AGN-wind, at being far above from the K01 curves.
ESO 194-39: This galaxy is in interaction with 6dFGS gJ004705.6-520301. Two [O III] ionized cones seems to be
outflowing from the nucleus of ESO 194-39. As indicated by the blue color of these cones, their ionization is located
in the upper region in the spatially resolved diagrams, consistent with being ionized by a central AGN. These ionized
filaments are accompanied with an increase in the velocity dispersion (> 75 km s−1) as well as the asymmetries (> 30
km s−1).
ESO 509-66: This is an interacting system, with its closest companion (6dFGS gJ133440.8-232645) at 10.5 kpc (Koss
et al. 2012). ESO 509-66 exhibits an impressive [O III] ionized cone that resembles that of well known cone of Circinus.
High [O III]/Hβ ratios are predominant in the cone nebula, that locates it the AGN-driven wind region in the spatially
resolved diagnostic diagrams.
ESO 402-21: The high inclination of this galaxy (i = 75◦) favours the detection of a biconical outflow evident in
[O III] emission. Extended [O III] fillaments are observed at both sides of the disk plane of this galaxy. The observed
line ratios in the cone nebulae are compatible of with the ionization produced by an AGN. Their location in the BPT
diagram falls in the AGN-wind locus.
ESO 338-4 This is a relative low mass galaxy (log M?/M = 10.1 ). This starbust galaxy shows ionized Hα cones
result of a recent or ongoing SF. The emission-line image is dominated by [O III] emission resulting in an excess in the
blue color. The ionized gas in this galaxy is entirely produced by young stellar cluster. This is observed in the upper
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part of the spatially resolved diagrams below the K01 curves, compatible with low gas metallicities. This galaxy has
been previously analysed with MUSE data in Bik et al. (2015).
2MASXJ03540948+0249307 & ESO 578-9: These two galaxies exhibit ionized [O III] filaments outflowfing from the
nuclear regions. The emission line-image shows the decoupling of the [O III] gas from the overall distribution of ionized
gas traced by the Hα and [N II] emission. The [O III] fillaments also shows a spatial decoupling with the continuum
emission. An extensive analysis with MUSE data of these galaxies has been performed in Powell et al. (2018) and
(Husemann et al. 2019) respectively.
NGC 1705 This galaxy has been analysed with MUSE data in Menacho et al. (2019), the driving mechanism of the
observed outflow is by stellar feedback.
NGC 4945: The relative low redshift of this galaxy (z = 0.0019) makes that just a small fraction of their optical
extent fits into the FoV of MUSE. The continuum image shows the central region of NGC 4945. The emission-line
image reveals an ionized [N II] cone on top of the Hα distribution tracing the disk. Spaxels belonging to this ionized
cone lie in the SF-wind region in the diagnostic diagrams. This galaxy has been partially presented with MUSE data
in Venturi et al. (2017).
ESO 339-11 This is a LIRG with a Seyfert 2 nuclei (Yuan et al. 2010). It shows an ionized cone extended in the
NW direction. The ionized cone, (seen in pinky colors in the emision-line image), is located at the right side from the
AGN-SF wind bisector in the diagnostic diagrams. A correlation between the [N II]/Hα ratio and σ is observed in the
cone, indicative that the gas is shocked.
NGC 7582: The [O III] ionized cone observed in this galaxy was revealed with narrow band images in Storchi-
Bergmann & Bonatto (1991). The MUSE emission-line image reveals this ionized cone with bluish colors. Indeed, it
is appreciated a second cone attenuated by the dust trough the disk. This second cone is also evident in the velocity
dispersion map, with velocities larger than 100 km s−1. The correlation between [N II]/Hα ratio and σ is observed only
in the cone nebulae. Spaxels belonging the cone lie in the AGN-wind region traced by the Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn
(2010) bisector. The conical [O III] outflow is clearly present in the Hα velocity map, producing clear deviation from
the regular rotation pattern.
ESO 286-35: ESO 286-35 is an ULIRG (log LIR/L = 11.25) (e.g, Tateuchi et al. 2015) classified as Sb galaxy at
z = 0.07. It presents highly disturbed ionized gas with Hα and [N II] filaments extending to the NW and SE direction.
The [N II] filaments (redish colors in the emission-line image) lie all above the K01 curves and in the SF-wind region
according to the (Sharp & Bland-Hawthorn 2010) demarcation.
HE 2302-0857 or Mrk 926: This galaxy presents an ionized cone visible in [O III] emission. Their bright nucleus is
located in the AGN region in the diagnostic diagrams suggesting an AGN as responsible of the observed cone. The
nucleus shows higher velocity dispersion (σnucleus > 100 km s
−1) than found in the cone nebula (σ[OIII] cone < 80
km s−1).
ESO 353-20: This a LIRG (log LIR/L = 11.06) (e.g, Lu et al. 2017) at z = 0.0161. The emission-line image reveals
two ionized cones in [N II] emission at both sides of the galaxy disk. Spaxels belonging to these cones (pinky colors),
lie completely above the K01 curves and at the SF-wind region in the spatially resolved diagrams. Both the [N II]/Hα
ratio as well as the velocity dispersion shows a positive correlation in the cone nebulae. Asymmetries > 50 km s−1 are
also observed, indicative of the precense of multicomponents in the emission lines associated most probably to shocked
gas.
3C 227: This is a powerful radio galaxy (Black et al. 1992) at z = 0.085 that exhibit extended [O III] emission at
large distances, up to 20 kpc from the bright nucleus. This extended gas was reported in (Prieto et al. 1993) through
the use of narrow band images at [O III] and Hα + [N II]. The MUSE emission-line image reveals a detail picture of
the [O III] filaments. Its high ionization ([O III]/Hβ ∼ 10) points the cental AGN as responsible of the ionization.
Nevertheless pure photoionization by the AGN could not explain the relative constant high values of the [O III]/Hβ
ratio at kiloparsec scales. The Hα kinematics shows that the gas is more or less ordered, with velocities ranging from
±320 km s−1.
3C 277.3: Similar to 3C 227, 3C 277.3 shows [O III] blobs but connected with Hα filaments (see the emission-line
image). Past integral field studies of this object has been made using the INTEGRAL spectrograph (e.g., Solo´rzano-
In˜arrea & Tadhunter 2003), but with a more limited FoV (14.6′′ × 11.3′′), even so a blob of [O III] and Hα are clearly
observed to the south of the nucleus. The wide FoV of MUSE reveals in the emission-line image three major [O III]
blobs, two at the SE and one to the NW, the three almost aligned in the same PA. The [O III] blobs shows high values
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of the [O III]/Hβ ratio being well above the K01 curves. The Hα kinematics is more or less ordered, with velocities
ranging from ±330 km s−1.
NGC 5920: NGC 5920 is the brightest galaxy from the MKW3s group. Past integral field studies of this object with
GMOS (FoV 5′′× 7′′) has revealed an elongated Hα + [N II] structure close to the nucleus (e.g., Edwards et al. 2009).
The MUSE emission-line image reveals two elongated structures, one directly connected to the nucleus of NGC 5920,
and other structure to the South that seems to spatially disconnected from the previous. The brightest Hα spot in the
Southern structure is located 6′′ far from the optical nucleus of the closest galaxy companion, NFP J152152.3+074218
(15h21m52.27s, +07d42m17.7s). The ionized gas kinematics of both structures do not show a regular rotation pattern.
MCG-05-29-017: This is an interacting system with its closest companion at the Northern, ESO 440-58, separated by
11.8′′ (scale 0.469 kpc/′′). MCG-05-29-017 is a LIRG (log LIR/L = 11.37) Monreal-Ibero et al. (2010). VLT-VIMOS
observations of this object is presented in Monreal-Ibero et al. (2010). The emission-line image shows [N II] fillaments
emanating from the central region. These filaments present a higher ionization than the gas distributed across the
galaxy disk. This is more clear when it is observed the spatially resolved diagrams, where the separation of colors
(green to reddish) indicated the different ionization condition in the gas. Fillaments are located above the K01 curves.
The increase in the velocity dispersion (> 60 km s−1) and the high asymmetry values (> 50 km s−1) in the filaments
reveal the precense of shocked gas.
NGC 7174: It belongs to the HCG90 (Hickson et al. 1989). The continuum image reveals a tidal tail in NGC 7174
probably due by the interaction with it companions (NGC 7176, NGC 7174). The emission-line image shows filaments
of ionized gas, [N II]mostly, at both sides of the disk plane. This gas is consistent ob being ionized by shocks given its
location in the spatially resolved diagrams and its high velocity dispersion (50− 100 km s−1). It is not conclusive that
the observed filaments are related to a SF-outflow event or is product of the tidal forces.
NGC 4325: It is an elliptical galaxy (log M/M = 11.1) at z = 0.0255. Hα images reveals radial filaments McDonald
et al. (2011). Integral field studies of the central region is presented in Hamer et al. (2016). The MUSE emission-line
image reveals extended [N II] filaments. The filamentary structure rule out HOLMES as responsible of the observed
ionization, even though it present WHα < 3 A˚. Shocks seems to be the most likely explanation to the observed line
ratios.
NGC 0034: It is a LIRG result of a past merger event, the continuum image reveals a tidal tail. IR observation
suggest it present a central starburst (e.g., Esquej et al. 2012). A strong neutral outflow has been detected in this
object with outflow velocities (blueshifted) > 1000 km s−1 (e.g., Schweizer & Seitzer 2007). A nuclear cone nebular
and arc shape structure is observed in the MUSE emission-line image (most prominent in [N II]). This gas is consistent
of being ionized by shock. It can be the optical counterpart of the previously detected neutral outflow.
NGC 5010: This is an edge one galaxy that exhibits what is seems a biconical outflow. The extraplanar ionized
gas (observed in red colors in the corresponding figure) present WHα > 3 A˚. The low values of the WHα rule out
the possible interpretation of a extraplanar diffuse ionized gas. A correlation between σ and the [N II]/Hα ratio is
observed in this region, supporting the idea of shock ionization.
ESO364-18: E This elliptical galaxies shows extended [N II] filaments with low values of the WHα(< 3 A˚). Although
the filaments are located in the shock region in the diagnostic diagrams, ionization by HOLMES is not totally ruled
out. The filaments present a disordered kinematic and high velocity dispersion (> 50 km s−1). These high vales in σ
could support the the scenario of shocked gas.
NGC 89: This is a spiral galaxy classified as S0-a at z = 0.011. It shows a bright Hα nucleus, with collimated
ionized gas filaments outflowing from its central region (reddish colors in the corresponding figure). Its nucleus shows
a composite ionization SF-AGN.
IC 4374: This is an elliptical galaxy at z = 0.0217. It is the brightest galaxy from the Abell 3581 cluster, and is
classified as Fanaroff-Riley I radio galaxy. Multi-wavelength studies of this object has been performed (e.g., Johnstone
et al. 2005; Farage et al. 2012; Canning et al. 2013; Olivares et al. 2019). IC 4374 shows two radio lobes (at 1.4 GHz)
extending to the east and west from its nucleus with size ∼ 4.6 kpc (Farage et al. 2012). These radio lobes coincide
spatially with two cavities in X-ray images which support the idea that a radio jet displaces the hot gas as it expand
over the intracluster medium (Johnstone et al. 2005). In the optical it presents fillamentary ionized emission (Farage
et al. 2012). These filaments, mainly observed in Hα and [N II], seem to emanate from the nucleus, and they are
apparently coincident with the previously detected X-ray bubbles (e.g., Canning et al. 2013). The MUSE emission-line
image reveals with unprecedented detail the fillamentary structure around IC 4374. A clear arc shaped structure is
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observed extending to the NE from the optical nucleus, and a small fillament originated from the nucleus and toward
the north is apprectiated. Filaments with low S/N are observed at the North and West sides.
Is not obvious what the ionization source across these filaments is. The spatial diagnostic diagrams point towards
the ionization being LINER like. This seems to be true for the spaxels close the nucleus where low WHα are found.
Nevertheless, along the filaments the ionization is not dominated by old stars. Shock ionization can reproduce the
observed line ratios. The mechanising driving the gas can not be due to SF-driven winds, neither AGN-winds with
the LINER assumption. The interaction of the radio jet with the ISM can produce shocks that explain the observed
ratios. The Hα velocity map reveals a quite complex kinematics in the filaments, without a clear rotation pattern.
The asymmetries map reveals important changes in the |∆v| map ( < 50 km s−1), which could indicate the presence
of multi components along the filaments.
NGC 4486: The well known elliptical galaxy M87 shows ionized gas filaments, detected before in narrow band filters
around the Hα line (e.g., Jarvis 1990; Sparks et al. 1993; Gavazzi et al. 2000). As the spatially resolved diagnostic
diagrams show, the Hα + [N II] filaments present line ratios well above the K01 curves. Interestingly, even though
the WHαin the filaments is lower than 3A˚, and therefore should classified as HOLMES ionization, given the large
separation to the nucleus of M87 (up to 15 kpc, Gavazzi et al. (2000)), post AGB stars being responsible for the low
equivalent widths is unlikely. Shock ionization is a plausible explanation to the observed ratios. This suggests that in
absence of any other ionization source, shocks can present WHα < 3A˚. A complex kinematics is observed along the
filaments, without a clear patter of regular rotation. No signs of double components are observed.
NGC 4936: NGC 4936 is an elliptical galaxy surrounded by fillamentary ionized gas, mainly detected in [N II]. Its
nucleus as well the gas in the filaments fall in the LINER region of the diagnostic diagrams, and is characterized for
having low values of the WHα. The Hα kinematics show a regular rotation pattern, with no clear deviation in the
asymmetries.
NGC 4941: Using the GMOS-IFU, Barbosa et al. (2009) detected a compact outflow associated to a radio jet. This
outflow is detected in the emission-line image as pinky structure, following closelly a spiral arm. Velocity dispersion
larger than 50 km s−1 is predominant over this structure. The high values of the [O III]/Hβ ratio throughout this
structure position it in the AGN region in the diagnostic diagrams, which suggest this last as responsible of the
observed line ratios.
PGC 013424: PGC 013424 is the brightest galaxy from the 2A 0335+096 galaxy cluster. It is a massive elliptical
galaxy M? = 10
11.3 M. Ionized gas filaments around PGC 013424 were first revealed with narrow band Hα and
[N II] images (e.g., Donahue et al. 2007). Integral field studies of this object have been made to study the ionized gas
component (e.g., Farage et al. 2012). The MUSE emission-line image reveals extended filaments of [N II] with null
contribution of HOLMES in its ionization. Therefore a suitable explanation can be shocks.
PGC 015524: This is a massive elliptical galaxy (M? = 10
11.3 M) and is the brightest galaxy in the A946 cluster
(e.g., Lin & Mohr 2004). It presents multiple filaments of [N II] and Hα emission. The line-of-sight velocity Hα
velocity do not allow to reveal if these filaments are being ejected from the nucleus or are in-falling filaments of gas.
Its ionization is LINER like, although shocks can also reproduce the observed ratios.
UGC 09799: UGC 09799 is a radio galaxy located at the center of the Abell cluster A2052. This galaxy present arc
shape filaments dominated by [N II] emission. This galaxy has been studied in detail in Balmaverde et al. (2018).
They found that the filaments are the result of the expansion of the radio lobes produced by the central AGN. The
nucleus as well the filaments falls in the LINER like region in the diagnostic diagrams. The ionization in the nucleus
can be explained with HOLMES meanwhile shocks can reproduce the observed ratios in the filaments.
C. OUTFLOWS IN AMUSING++
In this section the spatially resolved diagrams and kinematic maps for the outflows detected in AMUSING++ are
shown. We present four examples of outflows driven by different mechanism: AGN–driven, SF–driven, stellar feedback
and merger–driven outflows. The rest of maps for the outflow host galaxies are accessible via the electronic version of
this paper.
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Figure 18. Galactic outflows found in the AMUSING++ compilation. (a) Reconstructed continuum image (red: i–band, green:
r–band and blue: g–band); (b) RGB emission-line image (red: [N II], green: Hα and blue: [O III]); (c) WHAN diagram color
coded with the emission-line image from panel (b); (d) Spatially resolved diagnostic diagrams color coded with the emission-line
image from panel (b). Demarcation lines have the same meaning that those presented in Fig. 6; (e) [N II]/Hα line ratio map
with a cut in the signal to noise in both emission lines, S/N> 4. (f) Velocity dispersion map estimated from the emission
line fitting analysis; (g) Spatially resolved σ vs. log [N II]/Hα diagram; (h) Hα velocity map; (i) Stellar velocity derived with
the SSP analysis; (j) 2D map of the absolute value of the asymmetries (|∆v|). The outflow in this galaxy is associated to an
AGN–driven wind
.
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Figure 18. (continued). The outflow in this galaxy is associated to a SF–driven wind.
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Figure 18. (continued). The outflow in this galaxy is associated with stellar feedback.
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Figure 18. (continued).The outflow in this galaxy is merger–driven.
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Figure 19. Elliptical galaxies with extended emission that do not fulfil the outflow requirements. The remaining objects are
found in the electronic version.
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D. SPATIALLY RESOLVED DIAGRAMS FOR
AMUSING++ GALAXIES
In this section the spatially resolved diagrams and
kinematic maps for all the AMUSING++ galaxies are
shown. As example we show NGC 2466 in Fig. 20. The
remaining maps of the AMUSING++ galaxies are ac-
cessible via the following web page: http://ifs.astroscu.
unam.mx/AMUSING++/.
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